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THE LAND OF SHALAM

By K. D. STOES
A Strange Experiment in Child Life
AKE the babes the world wIn not have to a place the
T
world will not live and I will make of it a land of peace
and plenty."
So directed the oracle, a strange command, amazingly decreed. There was no previous retirement to the silence of
lonely mountains; no struggie in desert vastnesses; no burning bush nor serpent's rod preceded this 19th century injunction. Instead the pronouncement the Children's Land
came to a man seated at a typewriter in New York City. But
behind this Moses of the 1880's, as behind the Moses of Sinai,
there lay years of study, meditation, and prayer.
There have been experiments in communal colonies for
adult life in the United States; but there has been but one
for cast.:.a-way infants, orphans, and unprotected children.
Today the silent ruins of the Children's Land of Shalam in
southern New Mexico is all that is left of a colossal venture
in child life which was begun in 1882 by Dr. John Ballou
Newbrough, founder and abbe of Shalam, Jehovah's Kingdom on Earth.
.
.In New York's slums some eighty years ago Dr. Newbrough experienced a vision of the world redeemed through
foundling children. Psychic control led him to found a children's colony near the v.illage of Dona Ana on the Rio Grande
. in southern New Mexico, a desolate region which had echoed
but lately to the war cry of the Apache. Almost a million dollars were spent in one of the strangest adventur(;ls in com-
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munalliving ever recorded. Some features were beyond the
limits of human credulity. That the colony escaped little'more
than local publicity was due to its situation in the remote
Spanish-speaking section of the United States; and to the
desire of old New England aristocracy to clothe in silence the
humiliation of defeat.
Dr. John Ballou Newbrough, spiritual sponsor of Shalam,
was a man of commanding presence, six feet four inches in
height, tipping the scales at 270 pounds. His large hazel eyes,
broad forehead and sensitive mouth and chin bespoke the
dreamer. Though a man strongly vigorous and of regnant
poise, his manner was gentle and softly polished.. His was a
personality of rare proportion, and possessed of such magnetism that even his enemies and those who ridiculed his peculiar beliefs felt strangely drawn to him. All of which had a
direct bearing on the Children's Land.
He was born June 5, 1828, in a log cabin near Springfield,
Ohio, the son of an English father and a Swiss mother, and
was named for the great Universalist preacher, John Ballou.
The family had migrated from Virginia to the free lands of
Ohio to escape the odium of slavery. He often spoke of the
lovely home of his childhood under the grand· old oaks and
sycamores in whose shadows he dreamed, and first communed with angel spirits. The nearest neighbor was an
Indian. John's playmates were Indian children.
The father, graduate of William and Mary College, was
a stern man. He was of necessity the schoolmaster of the
pioneer settlement. The mother, a gentle, soft-spoken woman, had become an ardent spiritualist in early life. When a
small lad her son saw spirits and received messages. The
father had no patience with such nonsense and John endured
many a flogging for the unholy habit of intercourse with the
spirit world. As a result, he turned to his mother for sympathy and understanding. However, after her death, the
father received strange communications and ultimately became a con~ert.
During the middle and last part of the 19th century spiritualism had not only excited the rank and file of the common
people of Europe and America, but it had captivated great
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men and. students - scholars of history, science, and sociology the world over. Its literature did, and still fills the stacks
of city libraries. Many distinguished people have declared
their conviction that human beings not only continue to live
after "so-called death," but that communion with them is
more or less common. Among such may be cited Gladstone,
Balfour, Sir Oliver Lodge, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, physician; John Ruskin, physicist; William James, American
psychologist and philosopher; and a host of others. Italian,
German, and French scientists have admitted the genuineness of the phenomena of intelligent communication with the
discarnate. Certainly Dr. Newbrough was swept, not only
with the trend of spiritualistic research, but he was in the
company of great minds.
John and his mother planned that he should become a
physician, a profession badly needed in all parts of the new
country. They sold wool and eggs, and John taught school.
After years of sacrifice he was graduated from Cincinnati
Medical College. For a time he followed his profession, but
hypersensitive to scenes of suffering and death, he turned to
.
dentistry, and removed to New York City.
While attending medical college in Cincinnati he had lived
with the family of a dentist, and had made dental plates. On
Saturdays he drove through the country taking impressions
for plates. At this time the Goodyear Rubber Company
owned exclusive patent to the composition used in the manufacture of dental plates. This composition it sold at a price
prohibitive to the poor, who generally went toothless.
Young Newbrough brooded over this injustice, and resolved to develop a formula superior to that of Goodyear.
This he accomplished while practicing dentistry in New York
City, and gave it to the dental profession without benefit of
patent. Consequently he was promptly sued by the Goodyear
Company for infringement of patent; and the suit was carried to 'the higher court at Albany. The night preceding the
trial John paced the floor in nervous fear, but after a time
sought the counsel of friendly spirits. Soon the surrounding
walls faded from consciousness, and he visioned himself in
the court room, winning the case. He sat all night as in a
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trance. The following morning, serene in his belief in spiritualistic assistance, he appeared in court to find the case
decided in his favor."
His composition le'ssened the cost of dentures,' and was in
use by the dental profession for many years. It had cost the
Doctor a goodly sum, but as a result of this experience, he
'financed many a young dentist over the first starvation
months., At the same time he built himself a lucrative
practice.
,
Dr. Newbrough was swept to California wit,h the gold
rush of, 1849. Like a gaunt gray wolf the Asiatic cholera
dogged the caravan. The trail across the plains was dotted
with wayside graves. The young physician rode from camp
to camp, nursing the sick and using every means available
,to stem the epidemic.
He was very successful in mining in California, and sent
bags of gold dust home to his mother for their charities. He
studied his new vocation with great interest, and in later
years lectured on the amazing riches hidden within the earth.
He became the champion of the Chinese who suffered. many
indignities and persecution in California. He defended them
in the press and in newspaper articles, both on the coast and
in New York. He declared the normal Chinaman to be more
clean and honest than any other foreigiler granted citizenship. He helped them manage their business affairs, and
treated them when ill. In gratitude the Chinese Colony presented him with lacquers, porcelains, precious bric-a-brac,
and silken robes. Throughout his life John B. Newbrough
was a devotee of Chinese art.
While mining in California, the Doctor met John Turnbull, a Scot. The two became business partners, and together
drifted to the gold ~elds of Australia where they made a
considerable fortune. In 1859, en route to the United States,
Newbrough visited Scotland; and there met Rachel, the sister
of the Scot, and married her.
At home in New York City the Newbroughs lived at 128
West 43rd Street where the Doctor practiced medicine and
dentistry for 23 years. Three children were born in this
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home; one died in infancy. A son was graduated a civil engineer from Columbia University, and in 1886, at the age of
26 years, was surveying a railroad route through Texas, New
Mexico, and Arizona. A daughter became an artist and c~m
tinued her residence with her mother.
After 27 years of marriage John and Rachel Newbrough
sep~rated. In 1886 he sued for a divorce in the courts of
Dona Ana County, New Mexico. The causes as set forth in
the bill of chancery show an alienation of affections as early
as 1876, due to differences of habits and religious beliefs; and
to her violent objections to his charities. He was a dedicated
vegetarian, and a teetotaler in creed and in practice. She was
fond of sumptuous living, especially of wines and beer. He
stated to the court her destruction of his books and writings;
and her refusal to live with him, although residing under the
same roof. Finally she ordered him out of the home he had
deeded to her, a property valued at $50,000. She was allowed
$10,000 a year from his dental practice. As claimant he
prayed not only for a divorce, but for an 9rder of the court
that would prevent her as defendant from having, or setting
up claim to property which then, or might hereafter, belong
to the Children's Colony at Shalam, in which he was interested. The divorce was granted and filed in the office of the
county clerk on the 6th day of October, 1886, as Case No.
954.
During his many years of practice in New York City, Dr.
Newbrough saw life at its harshest and driest. He was
greatly moved by the useless waste of life and opportunity on
every hand. He witnessed lives sacrificed for want of a' few
dollars; he beheld the beautiful and sensitive w'arped and
crushed by the meanness of poverty; he was touched by the
loneliness and misery of the foreigner; he noted soCial exclusions of the crassest cruelty,- all within a stone's throw
of massive Christian temples. He felt most keenly the ugly
waste of the young. He believed the child to have the inherent right to live to maturity. He compiled statistics on
child mortality in New York City, and found it to be some
7,000 annually - an appalling death rate. The failure of the
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churches to meet Christian obligations; the amassing of idle
property; and the selfish smugness of the membership
turned him forever from an affiliation with them. During
these years he gave two 'days a week to the alleviation of
suffering and poverty in New York City.
He believed that for· the perfection of the child parents
should not cohabit during the sacred period of pregnancy.
. He advocated the most scrupulous care of the mother during
gestation. He tried to interest moneyed people in education
against disease and poverty - all of which proved him far
ahead of his time. He personally made heavy sacrifice of time
and money to help struggling widows with small children. A
Brooklyn widow with two little children was provided food
and fuel throughout a long cruel winter. A young Englishman named Burns was found dying of consumption - and
destitute. He was removed to a comfortable apartment, and
the doctor bathed and cooked and cared for him after office
hours, and buried him in Greenwood -Cemetery with brotherly love. A year later two members of the Burns' family
came from England and presented him with a valuable watch
in appreciation of his care for their loved one.
In 1870 Dr. Newbrough be~ame a vegetarian. About this
time he began systematic fasting; especially did he eschew
all recreation and food when under stress, or indecision. He
ate but one moderate meal a day except when under physical
strain.
Directed by spirit control he traveled extensively through
Europe and the Orient. He spent much time in religious research in China and Japan. He was drawn to the mysticism
of Egypt and India. He was especially interested in the Sufis
of Persia. The cultures of past peoples became his obsession,
a study which led to his recognition as an authority on the
sources of ancient religions.
A votary of Oriental art, he believed a beautiful setting
to be stimulating to fine thinking and habits of living; and
strove in his own life for the expression of beauty in his environment. He studied in rooms filled with flowers and singing birds, and would relax in the rich robes of Chinese and
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Greek design. He lectured in England and America in vestments of scarlet and white, and Oriental combinations of
color.
"
The Doctor's study of Eastern mysticism had fanned his
desire for psychical truth into a passionate summons. Casting aside family objections and conventional thought, he
labeled fear as crass ignorance; he believed the supernatural
to be but natural law as yet thought unworthy of scientific
investigation. He strove for the development of. psychic
power within himself. He had already attained to manifestations in which his hands would fly into tantrums, and would
write messages in all directions, independent of his will. He
had but to close his eyes to read with accuracy the printed
page of a designated book in a library. Mediumistic circles declared him able to leave his body"at will- to travel to distant
places, and return with correct reports. At times a power
would attack his tongue, eyes, and ears, and he would speak,
see, and hear unaccountably. He would suddenly leave his
companions to write dictation in strange tongues.
For two years Dr. Newbrough was a member of "The Domain," a spiritualistic colony at Jamestown, New York; and
a Trustee of the New York State Spiritualistic Society. While
a leader of these groups, he examined more than 200 mediums, putting them through the most severe tests of integrity. He would travel hundreds of miles to bring a noted
medium under observation. He was neither satisfied with,
nor interested in the chatter of deceased relatives. He wished
to contact the minds of great men passed on - to learn the
plan of the universe, of life's cause, or spiritual evolution.
The oracle of the Children's Land was forming, but it
was as yet obeyant. Distressed with the character and limitations of spiritualistic manifestations, Newbrough became
convinced that communication with the wise and worthy of
the spirit world could better be attained through physical
purification and a concentration of the mind on inner powers.
Already a vegetarian, he struck from his diet all milk and
eggs, practiced the strictest chastity of body and mind,
bathed twice daily, and worked with renewed vigor. Later he
went even further in simplifying his diet, taking only such
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foods as received the beneficent rays of the sun, thus eliminating all root vegetables.
For, years he arose each morning at dawn for spiritual
guidance. He believed this to be the hour when vibrations
and thought transference would be least interrupted by confusions in the ether. After six years of this discipline he had
reduced his giant frame from 270 to 160 pounds. He was free
of physical ills, and his brain had cleared. Nerve currents had
found healthier reflexes, and new vibrations were in evidence ; verily he was born again.
As Dr. Newbrough had divined, he had reached a new
and higher plane of communication. He speaks of the early
1880s: "The spirits hovering near me were clothed with
sufficient materiality for me to see them. I had attained to
hear angel voices around about me. I was directed to procure
a typewriter - a new invention' which writes like the keys
of a piano. I applied myself to this invention with indifferent
success. For two years angels (good spirits) propounded to
me questions relative to heaven and earth that no mortal man
- could answer intelligently. One morning lines of light rested
on my hands, extending downward like wires. Over my head
were three pairs of hands fully materialized, while behind
me an angel stood with hands on my shoulders. My fingers·
played over the typewriter with lightning speed. I was forbidden to read what I had written, and I had reached such
religious ecstacy that I obeyed reverently. This same power
visited me each morning. My hands kept on writing, writing.
For 50 weeks this continued daily. Then I was told to publish
the book which should be called OAHSPE, a Paneric word
meaning Earth, Air, and Spirit. The peculiar illustrations
were made with pencil under the same control. I was instructed to copy_ a few from 'The Saturn,' 'The Egypterian
Ceremonies,' and other books.
"During all this time I pursued my vocation; nor had the
diet or fasting to which I had subjected myself for the past
-16 years detracted from my health. I am fully convinced that
there are numberless persons who might attain to health and
spiritual development if they would but practice the strictest
adherence to the Highest Light."
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To this revelation from another world, as written into
Oahspe, Shalam, the Children's Land, owed its existence; for
incorporated into Oahspe was the Book of Shalam.
After the revelation of Oahspe Dr. Newbrough became
increasingly grave. Although his manner was quiet and
polished, he was a stern disciplinarian and firm executive. If
he thought persons vulgarly curious, he would freeze them
with his bearing. His second wife, Frances Van de Water
Sweet, never saw him angry but once; a man had called him
a liar. She averred the Doctor to have been the most honest
and fearless of men. In later years, she said, he lost interest
in people not in sympathy with his work. He felt he could ill
afford time spent in social amenities.
Exalted in spirit, his mind fed with what was stimulating,
the author of the modern bible found himself unable to publish it. He had but lately purchased a country estate at Salsburg, Pennsylvania, for the reformation of a selective group
of alcoholics for whom he felt the greatest pity. Again ahead
of his time, he considered alcoholism a disease, and never
passed a hopelessly intoxicated man without assisting him to
security.
He had neglected his practice; his purse was lean. But, in..
answer to prayer, an anonymous gift of $2,000 "for your
good works" reached him through the mail. Another bequest
of $3,000 came from a man whose son~he had treated through
a dangerous illness. A roll of greenbacks was left at his door
by a recent convert to spiritualism. Who could doubt the
presence of ministering angels? A press was purchased, and
the modern bible of Oahspe was printed by an association of
seven converts whose names were withheld.
The responsibility of the revelation of Oahspe fell more
heavily upon the Doctor as he worked toward the actualization of Shalam. He avoided people and fasted and labored
with an intensity disregardful of purse or self. He lectured
in New York City and London in temples which. his eloquence
had helped to build, and practiced the extraordinary rites
and ceremonies as set forth in his modern bible. It was on
the evening of October 20, 1882, that a number of people
were assembled in his home to hear a review of Oahspe.
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Subsequently a considerable group of converts established
themselves at Woodside, New Jersey, and the fortunes of
several disciples of the Doctor went into this socialistic experiment. It failed, but the leader, with fanatical zeal,
gathered the personnel together at Pearl River, New York;
and now they were nearer Shalam than they knew.
One morning soon after the publicatioI). of Oahspe, one
of a family of America's most distinguished Quakers, just
returned from Europe, entered New York'~ leading metaphysical publishing house to inquire what was 'new that was
worthy of thought. The publisher replied: "There has recently been printed a most amazing Bible called Oahspe. It
has created a great sensation, and is receiving the very
interested attention of the press."
Andrew 1\1. Howland, a scholarly Quaker of Haverford
College and Harvard'University; heir of a vast whaling industry, and a member of the wool firm of Howland, Luce,
and Manning; double first cousin to Hetty Green; and devisee of the resi~uary estate of Sylvia Ann Howland of New
Bedford, Massachusetts, bought a copy and sat all night
reading, reading. He invited the author to visit him at his
hotel, and there was formed a friendship strong enough to
outlast life; to carryover after death.
The following Sunday Mr. Howland sat spell-bound under
the eloquence of Dr. Newbrough, and became a convert to
the tenets of Oahspe, the most fantastic religious and literary
tome of a century - a new bible for a new age.
Be it understood Dr. Newbrough was no hypnotist; he
catered to no travesties; no decoys baited him. And Andrew
Howland was no guile~ess visionary. Instead both were men
of the world, students of life's meaning - educated, cultured, traveled, sophisticate. And both were in deepest truth
mystics and reformers. Oahspe was their spiritual inspiration. The Children's Land as outlined in Oahspe had become
their dedication.
The word Oahspe, meaning Earth, Sky and Spirit, is of
Paneric derivation and traces back to the continent of Pan
lying submerged between the islands of Japan and North
America. The first edition of Oahspe printed in 1882 num-
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bered 3,000 copies and was sold out immediately. Spiritualism was very strong at this time.
Briefly, this modern bible is the most incredible feat of
.automatic writing of record. The labors of an Ezra were
small compared to a review of Oahspe at the dawn of the
20th century. The style is Biblical; some parts follow history
closely. It is admittedly a revelation for the modern worldand emancipation from the dogmas, creeds, and cults that
have long warped the spirit of man. It carries no twaddle of
hero-worship to divert; instead it freshens faith into the
victory toward which men climb. Granted a belief in the
immortality of the soul and the existence of brother and
sister souls thousands of years departed this earth, spirits
recorded from the Genesis of Jewish theocracy to the blast
of the Seventh Trumpet of the New Testament, why a skepticism if they break the silence to later generations in answer
to prayer for Light? Angels admittedly have always been
about; are still it part of religious ceremonial.
. There was at the Nativity a host of ministering angels
broadcasting the message of "Peace on Earth, Goodwill to
Men." There was St. Michael and All Angels; the angel that
rolled the rock away - and hundreds of recorded evidences
of the presence of ministering spirits. Kings and nations
have stressed a belief in Jeanne d' Arc. Wireless communiques heed neither distance nor solidity nor time. Certainly
the power of man's spirit is not bound by the senses; and
why not a new faith in the spirits of men departed? - an
interplay of the patterns of life and death. A member of the
Masonic fraternity has stated to his brethren: "Whether or
not the fact that Dr. Newbrough was a Mason or had anything to do with the philosophy propounded in Oahspe I do
not know. But within its pages I have found more Light on
. what I w~uld like to consider true Masonry than in any other
book or Lodge during my quarter of a century of seeking
further Light."
Substantially Oahspe purports to be a sacred history of
the higher and lower heavens for the past 24,000 years, together with a' synopsis of. the cosmogony of the universe;
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the creation of the plan~ts; the creation of man and unseen
worlds; and the labors of gods and goddesses in the ethereal
heavens. It carries new and altered words; it adopts Paneric
words, as well as those of Chinese and Japanese derivation.
Light, heat, and magnetism are treated as one and the same.
The laws of gravity, polar magnetism, and capillary attraction are challenged by the Elder Brothers in Paradise.
Actinic energy is heat.
The higher ether is held to contain minerals, gasses, and
utilities as yet unknown to scientists and astronomers. Vortexian currents, personal and national cycles, laws of color,
sex determination, and rules and design for those who would
prophesy are propounded. .
"There are' etherian world, habitable both within and
without; there are atmospherean heavens given unto the
keeping of thy God. Laws that were good yesterday are
worthless today. The lawyers have not lessened the rascality
of the wicked, nor have the physicians less_ened sickness on
earth. What healed the sick yesterday, will not heal tomorrow. Religions that were good for the ancients are worthless
today. Philosophy that was good yesterday is folly today.
"We pray, but not one of us puts forth a hand to accomplish what we pray for. . . ."
Oahspe relieves the creator of all theological encomium;
or useless tirade. The Infinite has no favorites among his
children. There are no labeled Christians - no segregation
under the banners of 'Brahma, Buddha, Confucius or Christ;
no call to Israel, Mecca or Calvary.
Oahspe makes no boast to inspiration; instead it asserts
that its tenets have been revealed to many mortals. It does
not shock the common sense unless teaching how to hear the
Creator's voice, and to see his heavens in full consciousness
while still living on this earth, is an offense.
In the Book of Man there is the cry for Light. Oahspe
values "Liberty first to all peoples; then discipline and harmony." It pictures thousands of spirits. as victims of wrong
.government; it portrays, as assigned by the Creator, a vast
protecting host to Washington, Jefferson, Hancock, Paine,
Franklin, and Carroll in the struggles for freedom of govern-
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ment. It carries the sting of irony anent behavior, gove~n
ment, and war.
No attribute of man is boasted over that of beasts and
creeping things, except the power to destroy.
"1 cannot live in the harmony of the bee. The half of my
offspring die in infancy; the multitude of my householders
are quarrelers; my towns are filled with fighting and drunkards and beggars; my sons and daughters are less faithful
than the dog. For one rich there are a thousand poor, while
there is plenty for alL
"All religions have not raised one righteous city because
the state is rotten, and the politician feedeth thereon. Because society is rotten the lawyers and courts have riches.
Because the flesh of the people is rotten the physician findeth
a harvest of comfort.
"My wars accurse the earth with starvation, sin, and untimely death. By the cunning of my words I have taught
youth that my foreign brother is inferior, and an enemy;that
to fall upon him and destroy him is patriotism. To generals
who show skill in killing 1 build i monuments, and inscribe
upon them bloody victories; to my colonels 1 give badges of
gold. 1 call to the damsels,' saying: 'Come, a great honor I
give you; you shall dance with the officers of death.' I build
colleges for the training of bloodshed. 1 whet popular pri~e
by saying: 'See what fine standing armies we have.' But I
say unto you no Lord or God shall ever be e~tablished by the
sword."
The angels of Oahsphin' communication have neglected
neither history, the sciences, nor governments. There is the
subm~rsion of Pan, the significance of the Great Pyramid,
the tradition of races, the origin of religions, the derivation
of languages, the rise and fall of civilizations, the forces governing man, amazing prophecy, and the great changes and
confusions that will test the fiber of a modern world. Freedoms are stressed; tariffs are down. Monopolies and cartels
are interdicted:
In Oahspian revelation the All Highest Light, the Creator,
is named Jel).ovah. Gods and goddesses abound 'in infinity;
angels are begotten. of both heaven and earth, but are to be
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sel")n no more of men. There are those spirits who desire no
resurrection; and other spirits who have never left the earth
and are bound to mortals. Both angels and mortals are
graded. There is recognition of the positive and negative
'
forces, male and female.
,One is introduced to atmospherean and ethereal ships
carrying hundreds of millions of angels to infinite ethereato fire ships; to star ships halting at vortenian currents, then
speeding upward to heaven; to sun ships; to music ships propelled by vibratory chords; to others attuned to sound waves;
to arrow ships propelled as a rocket by constant emissions
from the hulk, and expenditure manufactured by men skilled
in wielding the elements; to arrow ships, messengers of
speed; to new fleets with wings; to Ometer of swift rising; to '
the ships of Litabaka with speed' recorded at 400 million
miles daily; and Koaloo, a ship almost as vast as a world.
Ship lanes are mapped f~r control of increasing traffic
through etherea.
It is impossible to give any idea of the magnitude of the
revelation embodied in this modern bible - its strange
words, its baffling plates and symbols; its scientific adjustments, its psychic possibilities and prophecies at the close of
the 19th century. Certain it is that some of the concepts and
teachings were in advance of the time. Some of the prophecies are taking form under presel).t-day achievements.
Max Muller, famous Orientalist and scholar, has stated that'
there exist no known sources from which certain of the in, formation in this book could have been obtained. Had there
been, he concludes, it would have taken the combined lives of
twenty men to cull and edit its contents.
Dr. James Hyslop, secretary of the American Society for
Psychical Research, studied Oahspe with growing wonder,
and with the conviction that if the book were not from "The
Other Side;" it is still evidence of a subliminal capacity in Dr.
Newbrough. He made several attempts to secure' an intimate
knowledge of the author, but his requests were never
granted. Dr. Hyslop stressed it to be the duty of the family
to preserve all the facts of Dr. Newbrough's life. The writer
, has a letter from the Society for Psychical Research out-
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lining the data they wished to secure on Dr. Newbrough's life
and experiences in the world of spiritualism. British Psychical Societies were interested.
Reviewers of the time claimed this bible, if true, to be the
greatest book ever written. If false, a cruel and stupendous
hoax. Some critics indicted it as a compilation of ancient
philosophy and historical revamps, and Dr. Newbrough as a
monstrous mountebank. Several outstanding scholars accepted it as a revelation from the higher discarnateintelligences; and backed their faith with their wealth and their
talents. Today in an era of atomic research and atmospheric
potentialities, many Oahspian converts (and there are many)
study its 900 pages with great hope for the union of science
with spirit. Strangely Oahspe has attracted many scholarly
physicians.
Viewed from every angle of intimate ,knowledge of the
character of the medium of this strange tome, his personal
adherence to truth, his business integrity, his vicarious sacrifice of wealth and self, his hatred of sham and notoriety, it
would seem that he would be the last person to live and to
teach behind the mask of deceit. Those who knew him best
believed t~at behind his search for spirit revelation lay the
profoundest hope of the human heart - the solving of the
plan of the universe, and the linking of this life with the next.
In the year 1883 a convention of leading spiritualists was
held in New York City. The purpose was to found a communal colony devoted to the care of foundlings and orphaned
children as directed in Oahspe's Book of Shalam. These dedicated converts to the doctrines as revealed to Dr. Newbrough
called themselves Faithists of the seed of Abraham. There
were subjective spiritualists who affiliated with the world's
peoples and pursued their earthly vocations for self's sake;
but the objective spiritualists were those abjuring self and
uniting themselves in brotherhood that others might survive.
Such an objective brotherhood of Faithists was proposed for
Shalam, the Children's Land. And Dr. Newbrough, author of
their bible and the medium of the convention, was voted the
natural leader. A tribute to the Doctor's eloquence andmag~
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netism,· there went forth from this gathering many rich and
gentle souls pledged to the resurrection of man through the
world's cast-a-way children. Andrew M. Howland was destined to be the most faithful disciple, and financier.
There was immense hope for the Children's Land.
Shalam, as voted, was to be the initial colony of babes from
which a new and better race would, evolve. And so it came
about that in the summer of 1884, two men with the heritage
of great dreams set out iri quest of the "unoccupied land by
the river" of Oahspian prophecy. The tall man, fasting to
purification of mind and body; was Dr. John B. Newbrough
of New York City, world traveler, mystic, physician and philanthropist, and a power in American and English spiritualistic circles. His companion-disciple was Andrew M.
Howland.
Sites in the Virginias were considered, but the southern
people looked with disfavor on spiritualism; locations in California and Arizona failed to conform to the vision; a tract
of 1,000 acres in northern Mexico was refused because of the
instability of the government. When in stalemate, friendly
spirits lent a helping hand and drew attention to the fertile
valley of the Rio Grande in southern New Mexico.
Here in the small village of Las Cruces pr. Newbrough
conferred with brother Masons regarding available lands. this much is factual. However, old timers were wont to allege
with romantic fervor, that one morning as the pink of sunrise cleared over the mountains, a tall man, eyes bandaged
against sight, drove north to the waste lands of mesquite and
desert shrub, adjacent to the village of Dona Ana, and there
made sudden stop. Guiding spirits had recognized the land
of prophecy - "the place the world wo~ld not live."
Be that as it may, the deedto the first land that was to
receive "the babes the world would not have" was purchased
October 4, 1884, by Andrew M. Howland, with the warmth of
a great hope. The tract was a part of the Dona Ana Bend
Colony Grant. Further lands were acquired by Howland in
small tracts and mortgage deeds from John D. BarncastIe,
who had picked up small acreages from the native settlers.
None was irrigable.
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The site lay on the east bank of the Rio Grande, shadowed
by naked mountains that hugged the river to the west, and
was situated between the river and the Santa Fe railway that
whistled a stop for Dona Ana. It was a wilderness of arid
land in a horse-shoe bend of a reckless, changing river. The
acres were .virgin, capable of yielding crops of two zones;
and of crop rotation. It is doubtful, however, if the Faithist
leaders had questioned as to the character of the river, and
the distance of the land from established irrigation canals.
The Rio Grande, although carrying a delta of fertility,
was in fact a rampaging torrent of,spring flood, shifting its
channels willy-nilly; or spreading over a vast valley, but to
dry into a sandy bottom when crops were readying into late
summer.
It was a new land and a cruel land, dependent upon a cruel
river. But certain it is there were no quibbles in the minds of
the Faithist leaders at this time. It was a perfect setting for
Shalam's directed experiment. Here children, segregated,
controlled as to diet, guarded as to passions, and strangers
to the precept, "this is mine," would grow into a righteous
race. Within this environment they would experience no racial or class distinctions; there would be no greed, no money":
getters, no bribing against law. There would be hewing of life
through flesh and blood; no cliques of iniquity; no yicious
trafficking. Health and clearness of mind would result from
an herbaceous diet. Shalam was to be no hothouse of stirpicultural breeding.
It was late October, 1884, when Dr. Newbrough (turned
56 years of age) and twenty disciples reached the Land of
Shalam by the River and pitched their tents among the desert
shrub. Here these first Faithists, with more courage than
judgment, settled down to assigned tasks. They were people
of wealth, ,gently bred, and terribly in earnest. At first they
slept on the ground, shaking lizards, centipedes, and insect
novelties from their bedding when they retired; and emptying their shoes or' various creeping things at dawn. All
, through the nights their nerves were a-jangle with the calls
of wild animals - coyotes, wild cats and skunks that roved
the loneliness - the while the river rolled and gurgled its
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muddy waters. It was no life for the gently 1?red; indeed it
was a test of heroic endurance for"a creed of self-effacement.
Andrew M. Howland of Massachusetts aristocracy in
kitchen apron, recipes at hand, fed from twenty to thirty
people. He cooked in the open and all ate in the open. They
were obliged to drink the muddy river water settled in barrels until a well could be sunk. A small pump bought by Dr.
Newbrough to pump water from the river was sucked under
by quicksand and lost. There was dismay, but no let-down of
spirit. There was always the ~hallenge of the great purpose.
Mexican neighbors helped them to construct out-door
ovens, and introduced them to the many uses of Mexican corn
as table food; to the frijole bean and red chili; to sweet potatoes and dried fruits. Peloncillo, an unrefined Mexican
sugar;" found way to their table. _
The first action of Andrew Howland was the purchase of
a car of groceries that relieved their limited diet. Therf,l was
no refrigeration, and railway service undependable. That
first winter was a test of their durability. Several,' unused
to harsh living, died and were buried at a lovely spot in the
Dona Ana mountain.
These heralds of the Children's Land learned much of
survival and lean living from the native Mexicans. Some 250
workmen from Dona Ana made the sunbaked adobes for the
first shelters. Dr. Newbrough worked with hammer and saw
and cement. Finally a few two,..room adobe houses were available. Almost at once Dr. Newbrough started work on the
Fraternum which was to house them all.
In 1885, Dr. Howland came from Boston to Shalam to
stay. Dr. Newbrough1was gaining a few disciples, willing to
follow where he might lead. Pearl River Colony in New York
had become a rendezvous for the exodus of Faithists to New
Mexico and Shalam. Frances Van de.Water Sweet, destined
to b~come the mother of Shalam, had come with the first
tented group; she had put her all into the venture, even to
family silver, jewels, and linens.
We fi,nd the name under which the Faithists of Shalam
wrote their charter to be "The First ChU;,rch of Tae" - Tae
meaning the spiritual man as embodied in the leader, Dr.
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Newbrough. "He it is who founds the Father's Kingdom on.
earth; who gathers the orphan babes; who takes his people
to an unoccupied country." Fourteen articles were incorporated in this charter which was signed by 22 Faithists.
The cost to Howland for 1,490 acres of the uncleared lands
of Shalam, up to this time, was about $4,500. There was also
some $20,000 which he had spent in the interests of the colony. About this time he made a deed of trust of the entire
property to the First Church of Tae, a corporation, the purpose of which was to enable the, organization of Tae to carry
on the general and specific purposes described in the Articles of Incorporation. This conveyance carried certain absolute conditions the violation of which would void the bequest.
The deed is signed by Andrew M. Howland, John R. Newbrough, Henry S. Tanner, Jesse M. Ellis, and Frances V.
Sweet. It, with the charter, was filed in the county clerk's
office in Las Cruces, December 28, 1885, at 11 o'clock A.M.
Several deeds of trust and re-covenants are also of record.
The Children's Land was attacked with the aplomb of the
fanatic. It was humanitarian in ideology, ~grarian in plan,
vegetarian in diet; and it was non-warrior. The structure
consisted of an outer and an inner council. The Faithist
brought no letter of character; neither did he declare himself as at Amana, Iowa, a German communal colony of seven
villages, contemporaneous with Shalam. Instead, applicants
were required to enter into the Holy Covenant: "I covenant
Thee, Jehovih, that since ail things are Thine, I will not o~n
or possess exclusively unto myself anything under the sun
which may be entrusted to me, which any person, or persons
may covet, desire, or stand in need of. . . ." It was agreed
that no persons covenanted should receive any payment or
compensation for his or her services except food, lodging,
clothes, laundry and attendance if ill; nor should any property, income, or profits 'accrue to any person. No meat, fish,
butter, eggs, cheese, or animal food might be used on the
property of Shalam, except that milk be given to children
under' six years of age. At least five orphans were to be
adopted each year. No intoxicating liquors, tobacco, or opium,
or other narcotics should ever be used on the premises except
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under the direction of a physician approved by the Trustees.
No adults except invalids might have more than two meals
a day, the object being to raise a spiritually-minded race.
All were barred who worshipped any lord, god, or savior
born of woman. The doctor, lawyer, preacher, or politician
who desired to live by his wits was excluded. Tariffs and national legislation, as well as international boundaries, were
abolished from the F.aithists creed. Capital and Labor should
live under just decisions.
Between 1885 and 1890 Shalam's welcome to disciples was
broadcast through tracts, almanacs and newspaper media:
"Ah for a home under Jehovih's plan that the wise, the good,
and the learned may find a fact mightier than all the books
in the world !"
As a result of such alluring advertisements, the founders
of Shalam collected about themselves a varied personnelsome sincere folk of education and refinement, some strong,
fine and loyal characters. But there came adventurers, religious fanatics of dubious faiths, habitual new creeders, and
a few mentally deficient. Many came lured by the hope of
"something for nothing." There was provided accommodation for 100 souls; they came and went. The reason why the
colony did not increase probably being because of the extreme
asceticism required, and rigidly practiced by the faithful few.
Because Dr. Newbrough was a strong man of disciplinary
habit, and Andrew Howland as a rock in the desert land, the
colony existed through its small minority. Often the Doctor,
the abbe of Shalam" was nearer the Perfectionists of Oneida
,
Colony in far New York than he knew.
Many Eastern people gave liberally to the Children's
Land. Family silver and heirlooms followed the Faithists into
the fusion of purpose. Dr. Gustave Percival Wicksell of Boston, one of those first tent pioneers, was a distinguished
scholar, lecturer, and a medium of recognized integrity.
Other prominent men interested in this experiment with
childlife were Bates of Cobb, Bates, and Yerxa; Wannamaker; Dr. Porter of the Nickel Magazine; Hatfield, the artist; Dr. Johnson of the Educator Cracker Company; and M.
S. Ayer of Spiritual Temple fame.
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Dr. Newbrough remarried. The Dona Ana County Records, Book I, page 28, Office of the District Clerk, certify that
J. B. Newbrough and Frances V. Sweet were married on the
28th day of September, 1887, according to the rites and ceremonies of the' Order of Faithists. The document records the'
marriag~ at Shalam. Witnesses were A. M. Howland; Mattie
Patterson, Walter Sigley Shepherd, and Joseph Grill.
A story of the courtship of Dr. Newbrough illustrates his
devotion to children. Taking the hand of his fiance, he placed
a valuable ring upon her finger. "Dear Frances," he said,
"here is a ring to adorn your hand, but its price'will save the
life of a child, and care for it properly. It is your own, but
do you care more for it than for the life of a little one?" The
father of Shalam had tested the mother of Shalam, and had
received the answer he wished. He had selected wisely the
mother of Shalam; more wisely than he then knew, for Mrs.
Newbrough was a woman of great strength of character and
a natural leader. She soon became the power behind her husband in matters temporal, and was never found wanting in
\ support of his doctrines.
S~on after the erection of Shalam's first buildings, Dr.
and Mrs. Newbrough opened a receiving home for foundlings
in the old McCann block in New Orleans, between Clay and
Laurel streets. From the ceiling of the long gallery a Chinese
censer containing a ruby light was suspended, and\ so arranged that the full glow fell on the invitation: "ChildrenWanted and No Questions Asked." A baby crib stood significantly near. Furtive shadows crept to lay tiny forms within
its softness.
Some in
gr'ief knocked
and entered to weep less
.
.
I
when they were assured that loving hearts would care for
their infants; that before God all children were legitimate;
and no, distinction made as to race or color. Later, other
receiving stations were maintained in Chicago, Kansas City,
and Philadelphia. Indeed, police were happy to turn over
helpless waifs to the Children's Colony.
The first ten foundlings, all less than six months old, were
transferred from New Orleans to Shalam' by Mrs. Newbrough and' a colored maid in a chartered pullman. It was
hot and they were harassed by lack of fresh milk and proper
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refrigeration: Kindly brakemen and newsies. walked the
aisles with colicky babies while the women caught an occasional nap. Dr. Newbrough, fearful of an epidemic of yellow
fever, soon followed with three infants. Passengers and train
crew vied in aid to the Doctor. They whistled and sang and
patted the tiny tads into periods of quiet.
Later Andrew Howland shouldered his responsibility. We
quote from the Kansas City Star: "Passengers on the Santa
Fe tra:in for New Mexico will be witness to the curious sight
of an old man with a mass of iron gray hair and whiskers,
glittering blue eyes, in charge of nine babies of all 'colors.
This man is A. M. Howland, known as Tae to a sect or cult
who call themselves Faithists. . . . These Faithists are socialistic'vegetarians who have adopted a system of securing
orphan foundling infants, and raising them at a home in New
Mexico. called Shalam. This silent man with the hair and
whiskers, and clothes as primitive as possible without offense
to the city eye, attracted much attention. He never said a
word until one day a city salesman, looking for a man from
New Mexico who wanted to buy sewer pipe, asked him: "Are
you the man from New Mexico who is here to buy sewer
pipe?"
"No sir," said Howland, "I am here to get babies."
"The city salesman looked 'at him in blank astonishment,
and murmured his excuses. Father Tae had secured nine
babies through the police matron, Mrs. Lee. These Faithists
have a sort of bible called Oagspe, which orders this infant
educational scheme." The Star reporter then follows with
excerpts from the Book of Jehovih's Kingdom on Earth.
Three of the first 13 infants died. There were gathered
between 1887 and 1900 some fifty small children who represented "the babes the world would not have." They ranged
from African to Chinese. But all were beloved under the
tenets of the Faithists. Little, if anything, was known of
their parentage;I and nothing was placed of record. All laws
of heredity were discountenanced. All received Oahspian
names.
There were many glints of sunshine for the overworked
faithful of the colony. Dr. Newbrough adored the children.
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He delighted to see his wife surrounded by-the little tots. Calling her, "My Precious One," he would say to her: "Could you
but see the angel spirits gather in love about you -and the
Qabies, it would fill your heart with radiance." He suffered
keenly when they were ill, and was undone for days when one
died, sobbing in sorrow that a young life should be cut off.
When little Hiatisi, now nearing three score and ten, lay in
his arms dying, great tears fell on the baby hands, -and placing the tiny wasted body in his wife's arms, he pleaded, "You
pray. Ask for spiritual manifestation of healing wisdom."
Soon the spirits, hovering near, came in increased numbers,
and more real, and a remedy was revealed to the mind of the
Doctor. Little Hiatisi was saved to rear four stalwart lads.
When Astraf, the "Little Cock Sparrow," a tiny Mexican
waif, died, he missed her wee face smiling up at him.

(To be continued)

THE

PU~LIC

DOMAIN IN NEW MEXICO 1854-1891
By VICTOR WESTPHALL *

HEN

William Pelham, the first Surveyor General of

W New Mexico, arrived in Santa Fe on December 28,1854,
he had already' been in office nearly five months, having been

appointed by President Franklin Pierce with tenure to start
on August first of that year. The office' had been created by
an Act of Congress approved July 22, 1854. The chain of
command from President Pierce to Mr. Pelham consisted of
Robert McClelland, the Secretary of the Interior, and John
Wilson, the commissioner of the General Land Office.
Pelham was in Washington City, as our national capital
was then called, when he received his appointment. He left
Washington near the'end of Augustand traveled to New Orleans by way of Cincinnati and the Ohio and Mississippi
rivers. His journey then took him by steamship to Port
Lavaca where he departed on the most perilous as well as
time-consuming portion of his journey.
His trek to San Antonio was uneventful; but, from here
it was necessary to traverse the country of the dreaded Comanches. Fortunately for Pelham's safety he was able immediately upon ~rrival at San Antonio to make connections with
Major Emory's Boundary Commission, which was traveling
to EI Paso in the pursuance of its task of running and marking the line established between Mexico and the United
States. The tripto EI Paso took nearly SIX weeks, the party
arriving at that location on December 4, 1854.
Within a few days he set out on a reconnaissance of the
Rio Grande Valley to select a suitable point for the intersection of the principal meridian and the base line.
In his instructions to the Surveyor General, Commissioner
John Wilson was understandably lacking in detailed knowledge of the wild frontier of this new Territory, and thus he
allowed the Surveyor General considerable leeway in the exe* This paper is based on Dr. Westphall's dissertation, Department of History,
University of New Mexico, 1956. Ms.
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cution of his duties. He stated as a desideratum that the principal meridian should run near the suburbs of S~nta Fe and
that the base line interesect it possibly as far south as a point
fifty miles east ~f the junction of the Rio Grande and the Rio
Puerco. An alternate suggestion allowed, if expedient, the
fork of the Rio Grande and the Rio Puerco as the junction
point. This would place the -principal meridian about fifty
miles west of Santa Fe.
Surveyor General Pelham followed the second suggestion.
"Agreeably to your instructions I selected a hill about six
miles below the mouth of the Puerco river, which is two hundred feet high and of a rocky formation. This hill is nearly
round, and is washed at its base by the Rio Grande. I have
therefore established this -hill as the initial point, and have
caused a suitable monument to be erected on its summit."
His choice was probably dictated by expediency. Having
made his approach from the south, it is assumed that he knew
little about the terrain west of Santa Fe where his choice
placed the principal meridian, nor is it likely that he was
acquainted with the land 50 miles east of the junction of the
Rio Grande and the Rio Puerco, where Commissioner Wilson's first proposal would have placed the principal meridian.
It was simply convenient to place the initial point within the
main traveled reaches of the Rio Grande Valley.
Having established an office at Santa Fe as passably as
was possible under the circumstances, the Surveyor General
set about the duties that he had traveled so long and wearily
to commence. On the 9th of March, 1855, he let his first con- tract (for the survey of the principal meridian from near the
- Jemez Mountains to the southern border, and base line for 24
miles on either side of the principal meridian). Pelham's
choice of a deputy for this work was John W. Garretson, "a
surveyor of acknowledged ability, energy and experience and
. . . a gentleman of respectability and integrity." Garretson
had -previously worked for Pelham when the latter was Surveyor General of Arkansas.
After signing the contract for surveying the base line
and principal meridian, Garretson gathered together his materials and his surveying crew. He was required to furnish all
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supplies and materials with the exception of a standard chain
with which to compare his own from time to time. This chain
had not yet arrived from the East, so Garretson delayed his
departure for the initial point of survey until March 26. Even
then the standard chain was not at hand but he hoped that
it would be soon and could be forwarded to him: He waited in
vain and finally sent two of his men posthaste to EI Paso to
get one of the chains' awaiting shipment' to the Surveyor
General. .
While Garretson's men were on their way to EI Paso, he
and the rest of his crew were busy locating and monumenting
the initial point of survey selected by Pelham on the west
bank of the Rio Grande about six.milessouth of the junction
of the Rio Grande and the Rio Puerco and about 120 chains
(a chain is 66 feet) northwest of Lajoya.
On April 14, Garretson's messengers returned from EI
Paso with the standard chain. The following day, surveying
was started on the principal meridian south from the initial
point. After surveying 60 miles, operations had to be suspended because there was no water on the Jorna,da del
Muerto. By the 27th of April the surveying party had returned to the initial point and started the survey of the principal meridian northward.
Meanwhile, Surveyor General Pelham, in the press of
other duties, had not completed his special instructions to
Deputy Surveyor Garretson and intended to send them later.
As a consequence, after having surveyed 48 miles of the principal meridian north of the base line, Garretson Jearned of a
serious error he had committed.. He had surveyed 108 miles
of the principal meridian while using the wrong length for
the standard chain. He had included the handles in his measure while only the space between the rivets on the handles
was the proper measure. It was not only necessary to resurvey the work, but it was essential that the old monuments
be destroyed.
Surveyor,General Pelham had been instructed to survey
only in areas toward which settlement was tending and to
survey only township exterior boundaries in areas unfit for
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cultivation. Commissioner John Wilson had informed him
that the great body of settlements would presumably be found
in the valley of the Rio Grande. This was in general true;
nevertheless, the first requests for surveys by actual settlers
came in 1855 from the region of Fort Stanton, and the confluence of the Rios Bonito and Ruidoso. However, Pelham
decided against surveys here in favor of those on the Conchas
and Canadian rivers where rapid settlement was expected.
,His decision was based, in part, on the isolation 'of the Fort
Stanton area, the dangers from Indian attack, and the difficulties of crossing the San Andres Mountains with the second standard paralle~ south. The last-named line would be
necessary to tie in this region with the public surveys' in
progress. No surveys were made in the Fort Stanton area
until 1867.
Pelham was given wide discretionary powers in the selection of areas to be surveyed. His suggestions in the matter
were never questioned; however, in the fall of 1857 he asked
for, and received, permission to make surveys without application to the' General Land Office. He wanted to choose his,
own survey locations to avoid the long delay of having them
selected in Washington. The granting of this request is sig-'
nificant because it shows great faith in Pelham's judgment
and because it was not accorded to any of his successors.
More important was Pelham's choice of survey locations under this permission.
The administration of the public lands in the United
States was inaugurated at a time and place when and where
all land was available, in varying degrees, for agricuftural
purposes. In New Mexico this was not true and yet the Government did not change the policy. From the beginning ~he
policy in New Mexico was to survey only land that was agricultural in th!'l sense that it would grow crops. The entire
question of land arability was variously interpreted by different Commissioners and Suryeyors General. Pelham started
out with a strict interpretation but, as he became acquainted
with the land and the people, his definition broadened to the
inclusion of pasture lands.
'
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Having been forewarned that he would probably find the
bulk of the settlements to be'in the Rio Grande Valley, in
1856 Pelham turned his attention to surveys there. His interpretation of what constituted the Rio Grande Valley took in
an area of roughly thirty-six miles in width. Only a small por-'
tion of this land could be cultivated but, as he explains, there
was the factor of co-ordinating the survey of private land
claims and also future public surveys. There seems to be
another reason why these townships were subdivided.
Much of the area surveyed was in the Jornada del Muerto
and could grow no crops. Why then was there any excuse for
subdividing the area? The answer lies in a strong possibility
of artesian well development at the time. This was suggested,
in 1855-56, by Brevet Captain John Pope who had been assigned by Secretary of War Jefferson Davis to discover
the possibilities of artesian well development near the 32d
parallel of latitude in connection with possible railroad
development.
Pelham believed that artesian well development would
cause settlement of the regions involved. In view of Pope's
findings, he had to consider both the lower Pecos and J ornada
areas. The lower Pecos Valley was out of the question for
surveys because of its inaccessibility and danger from Indian
attack. This left the J ornada - an area north of the prosperous and productive Mesilla Valley. An abundance of ar- .
tesian well water would have caused an influx of population
and justified the surveys there.
Important surveys under Pelham .extended to other regions. In September of 1857 the Surveyor General received a
petition from a large numper of persons requesting the survey of the area known as the Valles about forty miles northwest'of Santa Fe.
On March 13, 1858, a contract vyas let with R. E. Clements
for the survey of a large block of exterior township boundaries in the upper Pecos Valley. That same year surveys were
made near Galisteo where settlements by claimants under the
Donation Laws had been disputed since 1855.
. Alexander P. Wilbar, Chief Clerk under Pelham, was appointed to the office of Surveyor General on August 29, 1860.
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He was to serve but little over a year, when he was replaced
because of the Republican administration of Abraham Lincoln. His predecessor had resigned. Charges of extravagance
were later used to ease Wilbar out.
The most significant surveying matter under Wilbar was
the San Juan Valley in present New Mexico, an area that
was much discus,sed but into which no surveys were extended.
Early in 1861 Wilbar asked Captain Charles Baker for a report on the region. Baker's report on the settlements and
mines there was so favorable that Wilbar promised to report
to the Government with a view to having surveys made in the
vicinity. The early promise of the region, however, was not
permanent. It was soon almost wholly abandoned by miners
as the difficulty of importing provisions became apparent,
and as the mines failed to materialize as expected. Hostility
of the Indians also proved to be a strong deterrent to permanent settlement.
.
John A. Clark, of Freeport, Illinois, was commissioned
Surveyor General for the usual four-year term on July 26,
1861, and,he took charge on Oetob~r 9th during the troubled
times of the Civil War. Annual surveys dwindled until from
1863 through 1866 there were none at all. Thus the first years
of Clark's administration were taken up largely with reconnoitering the Territory and making plans for surveys. Actual
surveys were limited by Indian hostiiities, and lack of military protection, to the vicinity of Fort Stanton, the Hondo
River, and the Mimbres Valley.'
The chief feature of Clark's administration was a determined effort to abide by the governmental policy of surveying only truly arable land. He personally examined these
areas to make sure of selecting only land suitable for settlement and cultivation. He believed that, except for a few townships on the Canadian River, not one per cent of the land then
surveyed in New Mexico could ever be cultivated. This was
undoubtedly a reflection on Pelham's surveys on the Jornada
del Muerto.
, Dr. T. Rush Spencer took charge of the surveyor general's
office on May 15, 1869. Surveys made under Spencer were not
extensive~ He proposed surveys on the San Juan, Cimarron,
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Canadian, Pecos rivers, 'and near Fort Wingate, and in
southwest New Mexico. Actually his surveys were confined to
a region on the upper Pecos River, north of the Bosque Redondo Indian Reservation, and in southwest New Mexico. In
the Pecos region he made some attempt to confine surveyed
areas to the demands of actual settlers, while in southwest
New Mexico his activities were governed by pressures from
newly discovered mines.
James K. Proudfit, a native of Madison, Wisconsin, assumed the duties of Surveyor General on September 30, 1872.
His adm'inistration is marked by a struggle for constantly increased survey appropriations at a time when Congress was
~alling for retrenchment. In, 1874 he asked for $125,900 for
surveys, but Commissioner Drummond in his estimate to
Congress requested only $40,000. Drummond pointed out
that in New Mexico from 1855 through 1873 upwards of
$440,000 had been spent for surveying 4,860,410 acres of
land, while the area disposed of by the Government, up to
June 30, 1873, by homestead entry, cash sales, etc., was less
tha11150,OOO acres. There was an ample back-log of surveyed
land to take care of any reasonably sudden demand, but
Proudfit attempted to prove that it was not. He pointed out
that there had not been a great demand for land but that the
day was rapidly approaching when this would change. Indian
depredations had largely ceased, permitting expansion into
new areas. In time past settlers were able "to purchase land
from private grants, but now land was becoming more costly
because of the approach of railroads arid expectation of mineral discoveries. He proposed that all the land in the Te~ri
tory be surveyed as rapidly as practicable, as had been done
in such states as Illinois and Wisconsin.
What he overlooked, or perhaps chose not to see, was the
great dissimilarity in the arability of the land in New Mexico
and the States that he used as examples. There had been no
change in the official Government policy requiring that land
must be capable of growing crops to be homesteaded or preempted. There was, however, a growing tendency to overlook
this requirement in actual practice. Whether this was good or
bad depends on certain points of view. On the one hand it
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did break the law; on the other, it made for more rapid settlement of the land with cattle ranchers serving as a catalytic.
agent in the pro,cess.
By 1873 Proudfit was openly propagandizing for the cat- .
tle industry in New Mexico, and striving ,to secure increased
.appropriations to accommodate its needs for surveys. In 1874
he enlisted the aid of S. B. Elkins, Delegate to the House of
Representatives, to secure this increase. It was quite convenient for him to call upon Elkins since both, along with Marsh
Giddings, Thomas B. Catron, and William W. Griffin, were
incorporators of the Consolidated Land; Cattle Raising and
Wool Growing Company, October 19,1872, with home offices
at Fort Bascom, Santa Fe, and Denver.' Operations were
.planned in San Miguel County and in Colorado.
His survey locations were ,particularly interesting in the
northeast part of the Territory and the Pecos Valley. Railroad talk was in the air and probably had some influence on
the surveys in the northeast. Of more significance, the Prairie
Cattle Company came to control most of the area now embraced by Union County. This was a Scottish firm incorporated .on September 15, 1883. The Pecos Valley "was solely
and strictly a cat.tle country - there were no other interests
- and there were large herds."
Henry M. Atkinson, of Nebraska, took over the office of
, Surveyor General on March 31, 1876. By far the greatest
amount of surveying in New Mexico was done under his supervision and irregular practices were common during his
tenure. It was crystal clear that Atkinson operated within
a specific framework of instructions as to areas that could
be surveyed under the regular annual appropriations. These
were:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Those lands adapted to agriculture without artificial irrigation.
IlTigable lands, or such as can be redeemed and for which
there is sufficient accessible water for the reclamation and
cultivation of the same not otl1erwise utilized or claimed.
Timber lands bearing timber of commercial value.
Coal lands containing coal of commercial value.
Exterior boundaries of townsites.
'
Private land claims.
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Atkinson did not fulfill these stipulations. There might
have been some question as to what constituted agricultural
land except that Commissioner Williamson and Atkinson
were clear on the matter: "The classification of surveyable
lands made by Congress precludes the survey of portions of
this Territory that are valuable for grazing purposes and
which could be rapidly sold by the Government were they surveyed and subject to sale."
The special Deposit System became a matter of importance in Atkinson's surveys. It .was originated by the Congressional Act of May 30, 1862, to reduce'the Government
cost of making surveys by authorizing that they be paid for
by settlers in townships where they were desired. The law
was modified in 1871 to the extent that deposits by settlers
could be used in part payment for their lands in the townships
the surveying of which was paid for out. of these deposits. On
March 3, 1879, the harmlessness of this law came to an end
when certificates of deposits became negotiable and could be
used in payment for public land anywhere under the terms
of the Pre-emption and Homestead Lavvs. 1"~ationally, the
total deposits for survey in the seventeen years prior to the
modification of 1879, amounted to $368,625.69. The deposits
under the act from 1880 through 1884 were $5,813,368.58
and figures in New Mexico were $13,432.03 through 1879 and
$891,707.85 from 1880 through 1884.
The situation became so intolerable that on August 7,
1882, a law was passed by which the use of certificates of
deposit was confined to the land district in which the lands
surveyed were situated. This caused a sharp drop in the
amount of money deposited.
It is true'that a large proportion of Atkinson's surveys
were made under the deposit system and that, for purposes of
accounting, special deposits were handled separately from
the regularly appropriated survey funds. But surveys under
special deposits were subject to the requirements of surveyingonly entire townships surveyable by law. It was furthermore specifically stipulated that no surveys were to be
extended into townships no~ already settled.
Atkinson repeatedly blamed the large number of deposits
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on the failure of Congress to make appropriations sufficient
to prosecute the public surveys as rapidly as demanded by
the settlement of the Territory. This is demonstrably strange
reasoning even if the entire resident population was consid. ered in the need for surveys. It is more reasonable to consider
that the bulk of actual and ·legitiinate settlement was demanded by newcomers who had· not already acquired land.
In 1883 the population of the Territory was about 130,000,
three-fourths of whom were natives, and presumably had an
abode of long standing. Of the remaining one-fourth all but
a few foreigners were from the States. Even a large percentage of these· had resided in the Territory for some years and
had established an agrarian residence. That same year there
were 12,847,970 acres of land surveyed in New Mexico; an
average, in a single year, of almost 99 acres for each person
living there at the time! Of this amount, at least 14/15 was
done under the deposit system.
.
The only possible demand for that amount of surveyed
land was that advanced by cattlemen. Two years later Commissioner Sparks reported that "the choicest cattle raising
portions of New Mexico . . ." had been surveyed. The land
was desired for grazing purposes. Atkinson's own words are
proof of that. He had been questioned by Acting Commissioner C. W. Holcomb as to the validity of a contract in the
region of the Llano Estacado east of the Pecos River.
Atkinson's answer is revealing: ". . . I presume that but
a small portion of this land i~ suitable for agriculture, but it
is adapted for grazing purposes and stockmen are desirous of
securing their water and the land embracing same as the
nucleus of their stock ranges."
It is evident that the General Land Office accepted this
explanation at its face value because the contract was approved and duly executed. Such flagrant winking at the law
can hardly be justified, but there is an explanation. Thinking
men knew that the national land classification was unrealis- .
tic. They knew that large portions of the West wer.e unsuited
to anything except grazing, and yet there was no classification for grazing land. Such land could not legally be acquired
for the only use for which it was suited. Perhaps· men be-
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came careless, or disillusioned, at the frustration of seeing
this condition exist year after year with no attempt at a
remedy. At any rate, Atkinson blithely continued, year after
year, to certify that the areas of public surveys were confined
to the classifications made by Congress.
Atkinson's surveys were so extensive that they covered
nearly every region in the Territory, but a majority of this
area was suitable only for grazing cattle. Atkinson himself
was interested in the cattle business. In 1882 he was an incorporator, with Thomas B. Catron and John H. Thomson, of the
Boston and New Mexico Cattle Company. The following year
he and William H. McBroom and Joseph H. Bonham formed
the New Mexico Land and Livestock Company. In 1884 he
joined with Max Frost, W. H. McBroom, and three gentlemen
from Kentucky in forming the New Mexico and Kentucky
Land and Stock Company. These three companies operated
in Santa Fe County. In 1886 the American Valley Company
was incorporated by Atkinson, ThbmasB. Catron, William B.
Slaughter, and Henry L. Warren. The American Valley is in
the triangle formed by the towns of Salt Lake, Trechado, and
Quemado in present Catron County. The combined capitalization of these companies was $5,000,000.
Irregularities in surveys under Atkinson were· prolific
and brought repercussions while he was still jn office. Commissioner N.. C. McFarland condemned certain survey plats.
He pointed out that the topography was poorly and roughly
drawn and that the 'plats were "far below the average of
other districts." An examination of survey plats for various
periods, comparing them with resurveys, reveals that the
early surveys, both in the field and on ·the plats, were much
more accurate than those made in the 1880's under Atkinson.
In short, the surveys under Atkinson were not conducted
in a creditable manner. However, he held office at a time when
such practices were characteristic of the entire surveying
serviCe and particularly that of the West.
Clarence Pullen succeeded Atkinson on July 29,1884. HIs
administration was short and a large percentage of the surveys executed under his guidance had already been contracted for by Atkinson.
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In 1885 President Cleveiand, in a letter of May 11, asked
George W. Julian to accept the office of either Governor or
Surveyor General of New Mexico. Cleveland considered the
office of Surveyor General the more important of the two.
Julian, who had cast his first presidential ballot for General Harrison in 1840, was seventy years old when, on July
22, 1885, he assumed the duties of his new offlce. He was a
politician and a good government man, and tried to comply
with the details of the law as he saw it. Above all, he could not
be bought at any price. It was undoubtedly this uni,mpeach- .
able honesty that endeared him so little to his contemporaries
in New Mexico. Some historians have judged.him too harshly.
Evidence was everywhere at hand that th~ public domain was
being harvested by fraud at an unprecedented rate. "No early
problem of his Administration worried Cleveland so much as
this wholesale spoliation of the West." This worry was honestly shared by Julian and he acted vigorously to save the
public lands so they could be dispensed in the manner prescribed by existing laws.
Julian strove earnestly to take care of the demands of
actual settlers. On the other pand, he had little patience with
requests for surveys not for actual settlers. He was not as
careful, however; to survey only areas strictly arable in nature. Atkinson had surveyed large quantities of non-arable
.land and certified that they had been arable. Julian and his
superiors in Washington recognized some grazing land as
being within the agricultural class even if the law clearly
stated otherwise. Julian thus attained, to a lesser degree, the
same results as Atkinson in the matter of surveying grazing
land.
Edward F. Hobart replaced Julian on September 7,1889,
and served until August 2, 1893. He came into office with the
Republican administration of Benjamin Harrison, but did
not alter policies greatly from those of his Democratic predecessor. Toward the end of his tenure, Julian had been plagued
by the need of a number of resurveys of work that had either
been poorly done or in which the monurrientation had been
destroyed. Hobart faced this same problem. JulIan's policy
of confining surveys to those for actual settlers was continued
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just as sincerely by Hobart. Furthermore, he probably was
even more careful to survey only striCtly agricultural land.
Likewise continued was the policy of carefully examining all
surveying returns and work in the field. It is evident that the
extremely loose practices of the early 1880's were at an end.
Donations of land to actual settlers were made in Florida
and in the Territories of Oregon, Washington, and New Mex.,.
ico as a means of public defense. They were calculated to
promote the military strength of settlements exposed to at-.
tacks by Indians. The legislation allowing for donations in
New Mexico was contained in the second~ third, and fourth
. sections of the act establishing the office of Surveyor General
of New Mexico. By the provisions of these sections, 160 acres
of land was granted to every white male citizen of the United
States over twenty-one years of age, or to such person who
had declared his intention of becoming a citizen, who was
residing in the Territory prior to January 1, 1853, or who
moved there prior to January 1, 1858.
Claimants of Mexican or Spanish land grants were not
allowed to file for a donation claim. Likewise, holders of donations were excluded from pre-emptions or homesteads on the
grounds that both classes required actual settlement and cultivation and one person could not fulfill these requirements
on two claims. A donation claimant could, however, relinquish his claim and file the same land under the Homestead
or Pre-emption Laws.
The first application for a donation claim that fulfilled
all the requirements stipulated by law, and thus resulted in a
notification, was made by Pinckney R. Tulley on December
22, 1858. This was for 160 acres in Section 34, T.18S, RAW,
in present Dona Ana County. Along with a number Of others,
it was abandoned and finally forfeited on August 8, 1870; The
first donation certificate was issued to James T. Johnson on
July 18, 1870, for 160 acres of land in Section 6, T.18N,
R.20E, near the south boundary of Mora County.
Actually there were a number of applicatioI}s for donation claims prior to. Tulley's notification. No less than thirteen
were made in 1855, the first year that the surveyor general's
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office was opened. These could not be accepted because the
claimants did not actually live on the land they claimed. They
lived in settlements awayfrom the land for the protection of
their lives and property from attacks by Indians.
Another difficulty confronting donation claimants was
the requirement that theland be surveyed. Most of the land
in the vicinity of the settlements had already been reduced to
private property. If settlers removed to a distance from the
settlements, there were disputes concerning boundaries
which were difficult to settle when the land was surveyed.
A third problem was that when making application for a
donation, no one could be certain that he was not locating
on a private claim. Donation claims located on private land
claims could not be honored due to the extreme slowness with
which title to private claims was settled.
As early as 1858, Secretary of the Interior Jacob Thompson had urged that the Donation Act be discontinued. It had
been initiated as a means of public defense, but proved ineffective as a measure of public policy. The length of residence
required, and other conditions imposed on claimants, caused
complications in settling the titles of the donations themselves as well as trouble and delay in settling titles to adjacent
lands. Surveyor General Pelham had earlier reported these
troubles to exist.
It also became a potent instrument forJraud. Celso Baca
-received donation certificate No.4, in 1870, ~nd made a homestead entry in 1876. It was against the law to acquire a homestead in addition to a donation. Even then Baca was not
content and in 1881 his name appeared oU: another homestead
entry. Related to Baca's activities was the donation entry and
homestead entry of Marcelino Moya:- The first was in 1870
and the second in 1876. Neither of these was proved up. In
. May of 1881 he made another homestead entry and made final .
proof in June of that year. In December of the same year,
his name was on still another entry. Strangely enough, Moya
was an invalid who hadn't been out of bed for several years
and who lived in the house of Celso Baca! There is no doubt
that Moya was a tool of Baca, who possessed the lands thus·
entered.
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Witnesses swore that Moya. had lived on the land since
before January 1, 1858. In the same statement they mentioned that they had known the applicant for six or seven
y'ears only. In other cases different signatures appeared in
the same handwriting. Many signatures were written near
the bottom of the sheet, indicating that the proof had been
filled in afterward.
On August 21,1880, John Gwyn made donation entry No.
164, I in T.14N, R.8E, southwest of Santa Fe, representing
the date of settlement as June 10, 1879. The land involved
was marked on the plats in the land office as mineral land. It
was well known that Gwyn had been for years past, and was
at the time, a resident of Santa Fe. He was also ~ large owner
in land grants. About this time Gwyn's brother, Thomas, who
was in charge of the register's office, filed a pre-emption declaratory statement on land that· was 'also mineral. He likewise had never r,esidedupon the land filed on.
In 1884, Land Inspector Frank D.. Hobbs ventured the
opinion that not over two per cent of the 457 donation applications on file were valid claims. Of 332 land claims investigated by Special Agent H. H. Eddy in 1883, only that of Juan
Martinez, T.19N, R.30E, was a donation. On it were some
crumbling walls of an adobe building that had never been
roofed and had long been abandoned.
In examining Registers and Receivers monthly· abstracts
of donation notifications and certificates, certain entries
stand out when they appear in the same township on the
same date. This could happen occasionally by chance, but
when they appear in this manner regularly it prompts the
question, did all the neighbors ride to town the same day to
file on donation claims? It is more probable that the entries
were made in the interest of someone bent on acquiring more
i
land. in the township than was legal.
In 1880-81, when the cattle industry was starting its
boom, there was a sudden increase in donation entries. In
1880 there were 172 donation notifications and 162 donation'
certificates. Each group was more than in all the previous
years combined. The final figure for donation certificates was
51,989 acres (338 entries) through the final entry in 1884.
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There were also 73,298 acres (465 entries) in donation notifications through the final entry in 1882. It was required by
law that a settler, to avail himself of a donation, must have
commenced his residence, settlement, and.cultivation in New
Mexico not later than January 1, 1858. The question arises
why were there suddenly so many qualified donation entrants? True, the law did not stipulate when they were to
file, but why had they waited 22 years after the final date
that residence could be established? The answer is that they
were not bona fide entrants. In 1882, Secretary of the Interior
Teller affirmed that
it was the intent of Congress, in the passage of the New
Mexico donation act, that all selections should be made under
the act, and· settlement and cultivation be commenced by the
1st day of January, 1858, that being the limit ·of the time
within wgich the necessary residence could be acquired.

As a result in 1883, there was not a single donation notification or certificate. A lone certificate in 1884 closed the
books on this class of land entry in New Mexico.
The Homestead Act with its principle of free land for
actual settlers was the inevitable culmination of national and
regional pressures. Tolerance towards squatters, donations
to pioneers on the frontier, and modifications of the preemption privilege favorable to the settler, all pointed to free
land. Generosity-, subsidization, natural rights, class struggle,
and expediency were co-ordinately parts of the pressure.
The 160 acres allowed was based on the theoretical
amount of land required by the head of a family to make a
living in a typically fertile farming community. But New
Mexico Was arid and 160 acres was not enough. Therein lay
the great weakness of the Homestead Act. The idea of small
farms here was a tenacious eastern dream and wholly untenable. It was forced upon the Territory and to blame the people for resulting pernicious developments would be uncharitable; it is realistic to say that it developed into another way
of acquiring large amounts of grazing land.
During the decade of the 1880's cattle raising became the
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great bonanza. Newspapers, periodiCals, and livestock journals pointed out the large profits to be made in that business.
It was said that an investment of five thousand dollars would
net the investor a profit of forty or fifty thousand dollars in
four years. Within that time a calf worth five dollars could
be matured at little cost on the grass of the public domain and
sold for forty or fifty dollars.
Acquiring a ~tock range was a simple matter in the early
days of the industry before the country became crowded with
cattle. It was only necessary to secure title to an available
water supply to control land for miles around just as surely
as though that land was actually owned. In this way the public domain was used without the payment of any tax.
During the late eighties and early nineties, cattle ranchers began to extend their private holdings. There were several reasons for this. As the ranges became overstocked, not
only did the supply of grass dwindle but grazing areas became increasingly hard to control. Surpluses of cattle led to
lower prices. Drouths and bad seasons made inroads on the
vast herds then in vogue. Many cattlemen found they could
raise better beeves more economically through selective
breeding and supplementary winter feeding. Also, land entries were being more widely made by those desiring to farm
where it was possible and by persons desiring to get into the
cattle-raising business. To protect their interests, established
ranchers had to secure ownership of land to meet the new
competition.
There were a number of ways in which this was done. In
New Mexico as elsewhere it was possible for one person to
acquire 1,120 acres of land by the legitimate use 'of the land.
laws. The land laws became so complicated that a shrewd
businessman had a decided advantage over a settler in acquiring large properties. These possibilities were well known
at the time the laws were being most widely used. .
Some land was sold at private entry and public auction,
but such sales did not bring a quick turn-over of land, which
indicates that other available methods were adequate and
just as advantageous. These sales were minor in the aggregate.
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Far more land benefited applicants by virtue of applications than by securing actual patent under the various conditions of the laws. It took from seven years (for a homestead)
to thirteen years (for a timber-culture claim) before an
entry lapsed. During this period the applicant was actually
protected since proof was not required until submission for
patent. Meanwhile, exclusive grazing and watering rights
were available. Conditions in the land offices were chaotic
and, even without collusion, an application might drag out
for many years with no attemptto offer proof. In the meantime the applicant may have made his pile and didn't care
whether he secured patent or not.
In amounts in excess of the legal limits of the land laws,
public land could be acquired only by purchase from persons
who had secured it by compliance with the laws. The alternative was fraud.
Some of the large holdings of grazing land were procured
by purchase from homesteaders or pre-emptors who failed on
their claim and sold out to ranchers. There were always a
number of misinformed or stubborn settlers who insisted on
trying to grow crops where none could be grown.
In the early 1880's, ranchers were usually bitter toward
settlers because they were changing the old ways of the free
range. But as it became evident that private holdings must
be developed to meet competition, the wiser of them changed
their attitude. Settlers were not then always looked upon
with disfavor by the cattlemen who knew that most of them
must eventually give up their efforts to be dirt farmers. If
these settlers could be encouraged to remain long enough to
prove up their claim before leaving, the rancher could buy
the land where he could not legally acquire it otherwise.
Some settlers had this in mind from the beginning and others
were rapidly educated by crop failures. This education was
painful and most were inclined to move away and let their
land go back to the Government. If ranchers could encourage
them to stay long enough to procure title, both would benefit:
the rancher by acquiring the land, and the settler by some
remuneration for his patience and effort in acquiring title
to it.
I
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But not all. homesteads were entered by legitimate settlers.in the decade of the 1880's the population of New Mexico increased by 33,601. Since only 35 per cent of this increase
was engaged in agriculture, only 11,760 can be considered as
prospective farmel/s. At a contemporarily calculated figure
of four persons per family, 2,940 would be eligible to take
out a homestead. But in these ten years, there were 5,740
original homestead entries. In the same period there were
6,937 pre-emption declarations. These required a residence of
five years for a homestead and six months for a pre-emption
to acquire title. During the same period there were 1,547
timber-culture and 1,207 desert land entries:· For these no
.
residence was required.
Over-all figures are nearly as startling. In 1890, the population of New Mexico was 153,076 persons (exclusive of
tribal Indians), or about 158,000 in .1891. Since only 35 per
cent of the population in the Territory was engaged in agri- .
culture, only 55,300 can be fl:lrther considered. This figure is
further reduced by the residents of the more than 5,000
small-holding claims in the Territory who had a settled place
of abode from which they almost certainly would not have
removed to prove up a homestead. At four persons per family, their population would be 20,000. In this class were the
8,278 residents of the pueblos who were almost entirely agricultural and were permanently located. Also deducted are the
1,461 soldiers stationed in the Territory at the time. The figure is now 25,561. Using four persons per family there were
6,390. persons eligible to ~pply for homesteads. But there
were 6,784 homesteads applied for as well as 465 donations.
All eligible persons; to comply with the residence requirements, would have had to leave a former home, move to the
new land, build a house, and cultivate the soil. It is absurd to
think that this happened. Furthermore, the 6,784 homestead
applicants would have had to establish six months residence.
on 7,657 pre-emptions. Of the 6,784 homesteads entered
through 1891, only 3,702 were given final certificates through
1896 (when those entered in 1891 would normally be completed). Also, homesteads could be filed only in legally subdivided townships. The clamor for surveys was constant, indi-
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eating that many persons desired to make entries where the
land was not surveyed. If they were waiting to file on unsurveyed land, it follows that they couid not legally have filed on
surveyed land.
Of the townships that had original entries by the close
of 1891, about 53 per cent were not climatically capable of
supporting the growth of crops, so could not have complied
with the requirement of cultivation. By the end of 1896, of
the townships that had final certificates, about 49 per cent
were incapable of supporting crop growth and could not have
complied with cultivation requirements. It should be borne
in mind that much of the area climatically capable of raising
crops was not suitable for that purpose because it was mountainous or timbered. The Homestead Law did not apply to
timber land.
At the close of 1891 there were about 6 original entries
per township and 5 final certificates at the end of 1896.. This
is an average. Any township capable of growing crops would
have had more than 800 acres homesteaded out of a possible'
23,040. Evidently much of the land was acquired to controlwidely scattered water which dominated grazing land rather
than for cultivation, and since there were not nearly enough
legitimate settlers for the quantity entered, it follows that it
was done illegally.
In the more agrarian sections of the nation, fraud was·
committed by persons who wished to sell their ill-gotten
gains. Fertile crop land was valuable, and speculating in it .
was ,frequently lucrative. In New Mexico, however, people
wanted land for raising cattle. More particularly, they
wanted land to control the sources of water for these cattle.
I
In most cases these waterholes were valuable only for watering stock because they would support little irrigation.
Since control of one waterhole could gain command over
thousands of acres of grazing land, it provided a good living
fora family. Control of several watering placE;s controlled
more land and might bring wealth. This became the goal and
achievement of some persons. Such was their greed that they
knowingly broke the law to acquire whatever might and cunning would avail them.
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In the 40-mile squarearea known as the American Valley,
in Catron County, there were six springs; six claims entered
in behalf of the American Valley Cattle Company covered
nearly all the water in the vicinity. None of these entries were
legal.
Fradulent entries were common throughout the Territory
and those in Colfax County were among the most prevalent.
Special Agent John· M. Dunn made some investigations in
this area as well as elsewhere in the Territory. When he could
find but very little fraud, at a time when other inspectors
were finding almost nothing else, the General Land Office
became suspicious and sent Inspector Frank D. Hobbs to
check the cases already covered by Dunn. Hobbs found many
people who believed that Dunn had not acted in the best'
interests of the Government and that he had devoted his time
to protecting the interests of stockmen who were parties to
illegal entries. Dunn spent much of his time at the home of
S. W. Dorsey, used Dorsey's horses at will, and enjoyed himself generally. Upon one occasion he inspected fraudulent entries at the Dubuque Cattle Company and was picked up at
Dorsey's ranch by a four-horse rig belonging to the Dubuque
outfit. A few days later he returned in the same comfortable
manner. Inspector Hobbs unearthed convincing evidence that
a great deal of land was entered by illegal means and
straightway came into the ownership of Mr. Dorsey and
other ranchers in the area. One person who swore to affidavits
in wholesale lots was a young gentleman named Kit Carson,
Jr., who was employed by Dorsey as a cowboy, teamster and
general utility man;
The Prairie Cattle Company, owned entirely in Scotland,
pre-empted and homesteaded most of present Union County
without making a dollar's worth of improvements. The Palo
Blanco, Dubuque, and Portsmouth Cattle Companies and J.
S. Taylor, E. J. Temple, H. M. Porter, W. E. Corbitt, J.W.
Dwyer, and Johp Delano, all had numerous entries.
Few if any of the original entrymen complied with the
law. ·For example, Jose Ma. Martinez transferred seven
claims to the Dubuque Cattle Company by quitclaim deeds in
an impossibly short length of time.
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In 1882 and 1883, 7,200 acres of public domain in the
eastern part of the Territory were taken up by one individual·
for grazing purposes by homestead and pre-emption claims
entered in' the name of fictitious persons under conditions
that made it impossible for them to be legal. In southern New
Mexico the Vermont and Rio Grande Cattle Company acquired 3,000 acres of land bJ:' similar methods. In 1885 all
southeast New Mexico was devoted exclusively to cattle
ranching.
Another case involved 6,500 acres of fraudulent preemption and homestead claims. Ninety-one entries, embracing 14,000 acres, were acquired by another cattle company.
In San Miguel County 84 entries of 160 acres each were found
to have been made in behalf of still another cattle company.
In the Las Cruces district 56 entries covering 10,500 acres
were acquired illegally by a firm of cattlemen. A case in Colfax County involved 7,000 acres and 45 entries. Commissioner Stockslager reported that "While the entries in the
above-mentioned [five] cases . . . only cover about 52,000
acres, they actually control an immense territory by appro- ,
priating all the water in the respective localities. The cattlemen are masters of the country, and they domineer and rule
the people in their vicinity in such a way as to make it exceedingly difficult to induce parties to give evidence of the
fraudulent transactions."
There is further evidence that homestead entries were
made in the interest of parties other than settlers. Often
groups of entries were made in a single township on the same
day. Preceding and following these groups are completely
.random entries. Either groups of neighbors filed the same
day or the land was filed upon by several persons in the inter, est of party or parties desiring to consolidate holdings in
that area. The latter is more likely.
In 1883, Special Agent Eddy investigated 200 homestead
claims; only 65 (32.5 %) complied with homestead regulations. The chief factor in non-compliance with the law was
the complete absence of any settlement or improvements on
the land of any kind whatsoever. In other instances the land
had been abandoned for years; the applicant was under legal
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age; a house had been built by a party other than the applicant; or the resident on the land had never filed a claim and
didn't even know that one had been filed. Frequently settlers
in the neighborhood had never heard of the supposed claimant. Eddy concluded that "An honest investigation would
result in the cancellation of hundreds of fraudulent entries,
and many thousand acres of land would be thrown open to
entry by actual settlers. . . . the office should send at least
six agents into this Territory without delay. . . ."
Only 58 per cent of original homestead entries were patented. An application provided the use of the land, and for
grazing purposes frequently this is all that was desired. It
was estimated in 1885 that 40 per cent of five-year homesteads in New Mexico were fraudulent, which is close to the
42 per cent that were not patented but lower than Eddy's
findings of 67.5 per cent in 1883.
The Homestead Law was not suitable for any except lim- ,
ited portions of New Mexico, and it was greatly abused;
nevertheless, no essential change was made in the system
until the Stock-Raising Homestead Act of 1916. Halfway attempts at compromise had been made with the Enlarged
Homestead Act of 1909 and the Three Year Homestead Act
of 1912. It was not until the act of 1916 that grazing land
was recognized as such, by classification, in a homestead law.
Before that the idea of a homestead as a. crop-raising farm
unit had basically pr'evailed.
The question may well be asked why settlers would buy
land when free land was available through homesteading?
There is, no one answer to this question. One obvious answer
is that a homesteader could secure additional land, through
pre-emption, after completing a homestead entry by a five
years residence or commutation to cash in six months. Many
settlers did this. The homesteader could also purchase lands
that were, from time to time, offered for sale by the
Government.
Another reason is more unpleasant. It was easier for the
unscrupulous to find a bogus entryman to stay six months on
a pre-emption claim than five years on a homestead, and less
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difficulty was encountered in concealing the nature of a false
pre-emption entry for the shorter time.
Land could be acquired for cash in New Mexico through
public auction, private entry, pre-emption, commuted homesteads, land scrip, and sale of military' and Indian reserves.
In the spring of 1870, there was considerable excitement
in the Territory occasioned by a coming public auction sale of
areas in certain townships principally along the Canadian
and Hondo rivers. The sale was to continue for no longer
than two weeks, then the land was to be opened to private
entry. Pre-emption claimants in the designated areas were
required to establish their claims to the satisfaction of the
Register and Receiver at Santa Fe where the sale was to be
held, commencing August 8th. They were, furthermore, required to make payment on their claims before the date of
the sale or else forfeit their rights to any land they claimed.
They were unable to do this in every instance because some
of the land had not yet been subdivided.
It is evident that the publicity attending the public sale of
1870 gave a comparatively large impetus to the land disposal
program in New Mexico, small as it was in actual number.
In the two years prior to 1870, there were only 10 original
homestead entries filed and in that year there were 96. From
1858 through 1869 there were 13 donation notifications and
in 1870 there were 14. The first mineral land sales were made
in 1870; there were 21 of them. In the same year there were
26 cash sales. The only previous sales were three in 1868.
The sale itself was not immediately a great success, since
only 1,958.23 acres were sold for $2,447.79. No one would
bid over the going rate of $1.25 per acre for pre-emption
land. After the sale, the unsold land was placed in the offered
class and eventually disposed of through sale at private entry.
Among the largest purchases at the sale were those of
Wilson Waddingham along the Canadian River and Ute
Creek near their confluence. In 1871 he bought6,589.58'acres
of land from the Government and the following year 5,427.79.
This land followed precisely along both sides of the streams.
These purchases became part of the domain which was to be .
known as the famous Bell Ranch. Settlers in the region had
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been repeatedly urged by the Register at Santa Fe to enter
their lands. Many of them failed to heed the warning, arid
consequently lost the tracts that they had settled upon when
. Waddingham bought the land.
Waddingham's purchases were not looked upon with
favor by some people in New Mexico:
In my judgment the lands put in market for private entry
should be limited in quantity to each purchaser. It is a common
practice in this Territory to enter the smallest legal subdivisions bordering on streams, with a view to speculation and to
secure the public land adjacent thereto for grazing purposes
without purchase.

Other extensive purchases at private entry were made by
Joseph C. Lea along the Rio Hondo from its source to its
junction with the Pecos River. From 1879 through 1885, he
bought 13,386.98 acres. Other members of the Lea family
bought more than 2,400 aCres in the same area.
Sales made under the Proclam~tion of May 3, 1870, were
suspended on July 10, 1886, pending a determination of its
legality. On June 9, 1890, Secretary of the Interior Noble
rendered an affirmative decisionbased on the Act of July 22,
1854, establishing the Office of Surveyor General of New
Mexico, Kansas and Nebraska. The last clause of section 13
of this act gave the President authority to make sales of land
in Nebraska. Since the whole act included New Mexico, it
was ruled that this authority also extended to that.Territory.
J. C. Lea was one of the persons whose land was in question
and, as demanded, filed an affidavit that he had made various
private entries in good faith and that his improvements on
the land had cost not less than $20,000. In view of the lapse
of time and the expenditures made on the faith of the offering, the Proclamation was ordered to be legally held as res
judicata and the titles to the lands involved were no longer
questioned.
During the years there was considerable effort on the part
of local land office officials to make known to the nation what
New Mexico had to offer in the way of land available for
purchase. They stressed pre-emption and private entry rather
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than homestead. It was natural that they should do so since
part of their income depended on fees from their
business. There was also a certain amount of pride in· the
"Sunshine State." In correspondence regarding the possibility of buying land from the United States, it was frankly
stated that there was good grazing land available and some
excellent land susceptible to irrigation. "New Mexico," it was
pointed out, "is very different from any other part of the
Republic. Cultivation is wholly consequent upon irrigation
and where water cannot be brought, the soil is unfit for
cultivation."
Cultivation of the soil was a requirement for pre-emption,
and yet it was reported that 60,000,000 acres of land were
available in New Mexico for pre-emption. This was more
public domain than was available in the Territory, and a
majority of it would grow no crops.
Land' officials of that day did not consider this a contradiction. They reflected that most of the land was fit only for
grazing, and that the law should so allow. It was their duty
to administer the land laws as they were 'written, but they
saw the hopelessness of a literal interpretation of that duty
and tempered their actions with the realities of the arid domain under their jurisdiction. It was not generally their intention to condone unlawful entries, but rather to make it
possible for lawful entrants to secure land. Without a liberal
interpretation of arability, this could not often be done.
Nevertheless, lawlessness did prevail. It was estimated
that, based on reports of special agents, from 75 to 90 per
cent of pre-emption claims in New Mexico were fraudulent.
This may be somewhat high. Findings of Special Agent. H.
H. Eddy indicate 56.7 per cent. Of 111 cases examined by
Eddy 63 in no way complied with the law. In one case in
T.15S, R,17W, northwest of Silver. City, James Voss was the
pre-emptor but never lived on the land. It was further learned
that Voss did not know which of three claims he supposedly
owned and didn't care because J. W. Fleming was going to
give him $300 for proving up. Later Voss said he didn't want
to pre-empt a claim but Fleming told him he ha~ to do so be-
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cause his name was already in Washington. Such blackmail
tactics were typical Of the fraudulent cases.
By the four categories of free land (homestead, timber
culture, donations, and soldiers 'and sailors homesteads),
there were 622,684 acres deeded to individuals. On the other
hand, settlers paid cash for 648,028 acres of Government
land. 1 The railroads also sold 356,260.56 acres during this
period. In addition a large amount was purchased by individuals from grant owners. It is evident that many people
preferred to buy their land rather than get it free from the
Government with the strings that were attached by the latter.
The Timber Culture Acts were, "in substance, a subsidy
paid in hinds to encourage the planting and culture of timber." They were in operation from 1873 until their final repeal in 1891. They were a mistake in arid New Mexico. Except in rare instances it was impossible to comply with the
law. Nature controlled the balance here. Where there were
trees, timber culture, was illegal. Where there were no trees,
none were destined to grow without irrigation, and irrigated
land was more valuable for crops than for trees.
Compared to other States and Territories where it was
tried, little land was disposed of under the Timber Culture
Act. Still, considering the difficulty of compliance, an amazing number of persons took steps to avail themselves of this
1.

Cash Sales through 1891 break down as follows:

Final Desert Land Certificates (Through 1894)
Pre-emption sales.
Private Entry sales
Public Auction sales
Excess payments on "Homesteads, etc.
Homestead Entries commuted to cash
Mineral Land sales
Coal Land sales
Purchases with negotiable Scrip
I

Final Certificates under the Land Laws:
Final Homestead Certificates (Through 1896)
Final Timber Culture Certificates (Through 1903)
Donation Certificates
Soldiers and Sailors Homestead Declaratory Statements
(could,be entered immediately)

Entries

Acres

398
2,574 '
196
112
553
315
517
39
108

139,622
369,631
50,061
15,671
2,324
46,686
9,015
4,189
10,829

4,812

648,028

3,702
91
338

549,297
12,937
51,989

61

8,461

4,192

622,684
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class of national bounty. There were nearly eighteen times
as many original entries as final certificates. By 1891, the
year the law was repealed, 1,609 entrants had filed original
papers for 230,335 acres. By 1903 the final returns were all
in and there were only 91 certificates with 12,937 acres.
This shows that frequently the law was.used only to hold
possession with no intent to acquire title. There was more
interest in the immediate use of the land than in ultimate
ownership. A timber-culture entry ran for thirteen years
before it lapsed. Eight years were required for final proof
and five more years were allowed to complete the entry, and
even longer if failure to complete the entry did not come to
the attention of local land officials. During this time the entryman had use of the land "free of rent, interest or taxes."
Fraud in timber-culture entries was widespread. Land
Inspector A. H. Greene, after a scathing denunciation of the
entire timber-culture system, concluded that, "The experiment has approximated success about as nearly as an effort to
make water flow up hill. I doubt if the trees standing on any
timber-culture entry west of the hundredth meridian would
retard a zepher."
The fault was chiefly in the system. Human nature was
too weak to refrain from violating a law which was so easy
to circumvent. So lightly was the law regarded that it became
nf?ighborly to exchange services as witnesses to affidavits.
The more innocuous'method of evasion was simply the failure
of careless entrymen to obey the law. It was a common practice for homestead and other settlers to take up an adjoining
quarter-section of land as a timber~culture claim with no
intention of growing trees.
A more flagrant practice was that of. cattle corporations.
There was frequently no pretense of complying with any part
of the law. The object was to secure valuable grass land by
controlling .water for their ·stock. It was accomplished by
requiring their herders to take out entries covering these
watering places. The adjoining land was valuable only to
those who controlled the water. In this way entire townships
were dominated by cattle interests.
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Registers and Receivers' monthly abstracts of timberculture entries show numerous entries in the same township
on the same date. These groups stand out because they are
surrounded by random· entries. Chance cannot account for
these claims so close together in time and location in thinly
settled New Mexico. It is easier to believe that the consecutive entries were made in the interest of an individual or corporation trying to acquire more land than this law allowed.
In 1883 Special Agent H. H. Eddy examined 332 land
claims in the Territory. Only seven were timber culture.
None of these complied fully with the law.
The wisdom of the Timber Culture Act is open to question. It was passed at a time when the subject of promoting
timber resources was coming to the public attention. It was
thought possible to transform the bleak plains of the West
by having land-hungry men cultivate trees in, exchange for
a farm. This was a visionary ·dream and no more. It was a
failure as far as accomplishing what Congress had in mind
and, in New Mexico, it was the least successful of all the land
laws.

(To be continrued)

EL CERRITO, NEW MEXICO: A CHANGING VILLAGE
By CHARLES P. LOOMIS;l<
INTRODUCTION
SOLATED in the high mesas of New Mexico, the village of EI
Cerrito, thirty miles from Las Vegas, New Mexico, was .
originally st.udied in 1939. 1 For over a decade and a half this
original study has been the standard reference describing
the life and culture of the Spanish-speaking people living in
the rural areas of the southwestern United States. During
the past decade of prosperity and good wages, however,
phenomenal changes have taken place as a result of the migration of these people from isolated villages to the cities. 2
In an .effort to understand these changes, a restudy of EI
Cerrito was undertaken during the summer of 1956.
Historical background. Although there is no detailed historical record of the origin of EI Cerrito, it is known that the
date of present occupancy goes back well over a century. All
villagers in EI Cerrito are of native or Spanish-American
stock, descendants of Conquistadores and the indigenous
population with which they mixed. The Spanish heritage of
livestock raising, language, family and church which are
still strong was blended with the Indian heritage of such cultural traits as the irrigation ditch and its dam, the use of
adobe for building, crops and foods, and the methods and
tools of farming.
Most of the present residents· are descendants of people
who migrated to EI Cerrito from San Miguel, twelve miles
north of EI Cerrito on the Pecos river from which both villages and many other similar ones both above and below

I

• Professor of Sociology and Anthropology, Michigan State University.
1. Olen Leonard and C. P. Loomis, Culture of a Contemporary Rural Community,
El Cerrito, New Mexico, Rural Life Studies: 1, U.S. Department· of Agriculture, November, 1941. ·Available in Charles P. Loomis, Studies of Rural Social Organization in
the United States, Latin America, a1ul Germany. East Lansing: Michigan State College
Bookstore, 1945. Ch. 16.
2. The percentage by 1950 of people of Spanish surname, a people originally almost entirely rural, who had b.ecome urban was as follows: Arizona 61.4, California
75.8, Colorado 49.7, New Mexico 41.0, and Texas 68.1. See Rohert H. Talbert, SpanishName People in the Southwest and West, Fort Worth; Leo Potishman Foundation,
Texas Christian University, 1955, p. 23.
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derive their irrigation water. The original settlers in the area
knew more 'about st09k raising than farming. Their forefathers had passed up good arable land in their trek eastward
to the Las Vegas area, thus named because it appeared to be
good grazing land. Over the last fifty or so years most of the
twenty to thirty families who have owned property in the
village at anyone time were dependent upon the several
stockmen of the village for wages as herdsmen. Formerly in
this setting as elsewhere in the Spanish Borderlands a wellregulated and organized system developed in the village' so
that available work was distributed in accordance with need
to those not regularly on the "patron's payroll." But this
patron-villager relationship is a thing of the past because
practically all patrons and others of Spanish-speaking ancestry have lost their grazing lands and like the other villagers must seek work outside the village.
Now as in the past the majority of the families actually
living in El Cerrito own and operate from ten to forty acres
of dry-farming land plus one to four acres of irrigated land.
Most of the land is used for subsistance farming and garden
crops producing little if any cash income. Most of the iiTigated land owned by villagers was a part of the original land
grant handed down from the original San Miguel del Bado '
Grant. Other dry land was added by homesteading and some
purchases. Only one family now living in the village has
enough land without renting for a family-sized stock farm or
ranch. This family owns some 2,000 acres of mesa land upon
which graze about a hu~dred head of cattle. Only this family
has any appreciable cash income from agriculture.
.
Fifty years ago the people of EI Cerrito and elsewhere in
north-central New Mexico possessed vast holdings of land
used for grazing. Secondarily, small irrigated plots were set
aside for subsistence agriculture purposes. Today the outlying mesa which once supported the livestock industry has
been transferred to other hands. Thus most remaining units
are the small, irrigated plots that were never of adequate size
and fertility to support a family.
The great exodus. According to demographic theories
which attempt to explain migration, continued depression in
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the village and continued prosperity outside should lead to
out-migration. Of course, solidary communities with a high
.level of integration such as EI Cerrito may resist the pressure
longer than others. At the time of the first study in 1940 there
were 26 family units in EI Cerrito. Today there remain only
four family units and four old couples whose children have
gone· elsewhere to live. Fifteen families have locked their
doors, boarded up the windows, and left to work at yeararound jobs elsewhere. Further, three families have died out.
Thus about one-fourth of the people who were in EI Cerrito
in 1940 remain there today, and these are predominantly
older people.
Such an exodus t.akes the very heart and soul out of a
community. EI Cerrito is a prime example. An older person
said, "When we die EI Cerrito is gone, and that won't be long
now." This is really not true because there are two younger
families with farming and ranching units large enough to
support them, especially if eventually those who have left
decide to sell or rent their land to them. Two other families
with older parents have sons who may take over their units,
and one family has moved to another ranch some 50 miles
away and uses the EI Cerrito products there. Nevertheless, a
community with many old people reflects a different set ·of
aspirations than a community of young people. Even d1,lring
the depression the community with its young people furnished not nearly such a gloomy and pessimistic prospect as
do the older people now during prosperity. A decade and a
half ago one out of every ten was over 55 and one out of
every fifteen over 65. Now one out of every three is over 55
and one out of every. seven is 65 and over.
In the previous study great stress was placed upon the
importance of the family to the individual and community.
What has this exodus done to the family? How has the family
functioned during this period of near crisis? We shall discuss this in relation to the social systems of the village. Suffice
it here to say that of those whose destinations are known almost four out of five have gone to the one city of Pueblo,
Colorado. Another 12 live in cities near Pueblo and all are
more or less in constant contact with one another. All return
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or plan to return to EI Cerrito even if less frequently than
formerly. Thus, in exodus as when the homes in the village
were full, the family remains the strongest sub-system.
COMMUNICATION AND INTERACTION PRINCIPAL SYSTEMS AND PROCESSES

The community's sub-systems. As is well known few
societies manifest stronger community integration than
, the Spanish-speaking villages of the Southwestern United
States. This is in general true despite bitter cleavages common in many. villages but from which EI Cerrito has been
free for many years. Community-wide rites of passage and
activities such as weddings and funerals, church ceremonies,
cooperative irrigation clearing activities, dances, Christmas
school programs, school closing programs in the old days involved most members. However, in the last decades with
most of the able bodied working men and their families away
the community as a social system is not at all what it once
was. No longer are there school programs because loss of
population has brought about the closing of the school. No
longer are there dances
, because the school bUIlding where
dances were originally held has been sold and is no longer
available and because there are fewer young people who
want to dance. Other community-wide social events which
continue are so small and lacking in the original enthusiasm
that a villager said "it is only the skin arid bones of the old EI
Cerrito."
.
The family. In few societies does the family have a more
prominent place among the social systems and organizations
than does the family· in Spanish and Latin American culture.
In the villages .the family remains the basic channel through
which all organized activities must flow. At an early age the
child learns that almost no responsibility is greater than that
of loyalty to and support of the family. The various statusroles of family members pattern life somewhat differently
than they do in Anglo communities in the same area. Formerly unmarried girls and boys did not mingle except at
dances or in s~tuations providing parental supervision. Girls
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in EI Cerrito were not even allowed to walk away from the
village unchaperoned. Now that the first eight grades of the
school in EI Cerrito have been transferred upstream to the
larger village of Villanueva the control necessary for the
separation of the 'sexes is somewhat relaxed. The parents
who frequently bemoan the weakening of controls realize
that children must meet somehow if they are to marry. Actually girls and boys meet more or less clandestinely in
Villanueva, Las Vegas or elsewhere. Mating no longer has
the parental supervision it once did. Originally marriages
were arranged by the parents when a youth expressed an
interest in a girl whom he had seen at dances, in the school or
elsewhere. Now the village for the first time in its history has
a woman with children deserted by the father of the children.
One of the daughters of a respected family, the mother originally met the father in town. The deserted' girl has returned
with her children to live with her parents, who had little to
say about her marriage. An older lady said, "Children going
outside for recreation is bad for their morals. They come to
respect their parents less." As will be indicated later, not only
are the customs leading to marriage changing but the statusroles of parents and children are changing. On the whole they
are changing in the direction of the lower class·Anglo family.
During the early years of the great depression it was the
extended family which provided the main support of the frequently hungry and poverty stricken villagers of EI Cerrito.
Later during the New Deal, relief, WPA work, and many
other provisions made available from governmental sources
saved them from real starvation. But the family contacts of
the isolated villagers in the county seat and elsewhere provided the information necessary to make these resources and
facilities available.
Now during prosperity many of the families have moved
together to Colorado and many work in the same plants.
Family systems which once sought out the relief and WPA .
jobs and other temporary work opportunities now report
more permanent job opportunities and provide the security
required in the transition from isolated village to metropoli-
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tan life. In fact most large cities in the Southwest are interlaced with cliques of Spanish-speaking people who once lived
in villages. At the present EI Cerrito is closer in terms of family ties to Pueblo, Colorado, a city of 70,000, which is 263 miles
distant, than it is to other towns and cities which are closer
geographically. Family and village ties have helped remove
the dozens of people who had no future in EI Cerrito. Now
that they are removed they unite through what we shall later
describe as polite separatism to preserve the Latin-American
culture which EI Cerrito through geographic isolation preserved from Anglo culture for so many generations.
The Church. Although EI Ceq'ito has never had a resident
priest, the Catholic tradition has always been strong and no
Protestants have ever lived there permanently. The church
is still the best kept and appearing building in the village,
and as in most Spanish-speaking communities is centrally
located in the plaza. Probably there has been less change in
the religious activities of the village than in those of any
other social system. Services are held at least once a week by
the villagers themselves with the priest from Villanueva conducting mass once a month. Two sisters accompany the priest
once a month to teach the children their catechism. During
the months of May, June and October the local people hold
daily services in the church to which the women and just a
few men are regular attendants. As previously the chief
church celebration and for that matter village .celebration is
that of the "Function," held in the fall or winter in honor of
its Patron Saint. Whereas previously the ceremony lasted
two days with feasts, it now lasts only one day. The feasts
are served and ritual and ceremony arranged by the two local
church officials, "Mayordomos de la copia," appointed each
year by their predecessors and approved by the priest.
Whereas previously between one hundred and two hundred
participated now the number is only 25 to 50. The greatest
change in the activities of the church is in the number and
composition of those who attend resulting from the change
in the composition of the village. Some of the pews which
were filled regularly a quarter of a century ago have been
vacated by death but the church still has many older mem-
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.bers because it is they and only a handful of younger families
who have remained.
The Ditch Association. From an economic point of view
there is no community-wide social system of as much 'importance as the ditch association. It is certainly the oldest
community organization. Its function is that of controlling, .
maintaining, cleaning, and repairing the irrigation system,
the most important components of which are the dam and the
main ditch. The dam, built on the principle of those found in
use by the Indians hundreds of years ago when the Spanish
arrived and consisting of stones and brush which are dropped
in the river about a mile above the village, is in constant
danger of being washed out. The rather long ditch leading
from the dam located upstream to the fields around the village requires regular 'cleaning and repairing, particularly in
the spring. About a quarter of a century ago each man was
assessed one day's lal;>or for each acre of irrigated land. Since
the great decline in the village population the assessment is
not so great, one day of work for every two acres of land.
Those absent or for other reasons not able to work must pay
three dollars per day for a substitute. The mayordomo of the
ditch, or the ditch boss, and the ditch board or commission,
composed of the president, secretary and treasurer, are still
elected annually by popular vote in the village. The Board
makes or changes rules regarding the .ditch and the mayordomo or ditch boss supervises all work done on the ditch
during the year. Only the ditch boss does not contribute the
regular quota of hand labor - his status-role requiring executive functions. Whereas earlier the annual spring cleaning of the ditch was the occasion of considerable festivity
usually lasting about two days, this is somewhat less true
now. It is a job to get finished, and there are fewer to do the
work and to make merry. Today as earlier many villagers
wish that a government program might improve the ancient
irrigation system, making it possible to raise the water
higher and prevent the inevitable loss of crops when a flood
washes out the dam.
The school. When asked what has been the most important event affecting the community during the last five
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years, several villagers mentioned the closing of the school
by the County Board of Education because there were insufficient children of school age in the village to support a
school. In 1940 two teachers were regularly employed to
teach at the village schooL Today the 14 children in El Cerrito
are transported by bus to the school in the nearest village,
Villanueva, over a dangerous and rocky road which in many
other parts of the country would be considered practically
impassable. Most of the villagers with children said they
worried when they were en route to and from and at the
Villanueva school during the long days. This would have
caused even more anxiety a decade and a half ago when
children and women seldom left the village.
Several villagers mentioned the great loss when the
County .Board of Education' sold the school building; One
room of this building is now used as a dwelling, the other
room 'is used as a storage space for hay. The closed school
with its desks, covered with Jack-knife carved initials, under
a pile of hay must produce nostalgia for those who learned to
read and write, attended village dances, met their present
spouses, participated in local political meetings, and all the
other non-religious functions of the village there of earlier
time. In fact for the author the image of the school house
with its screens partly ripped off, hay protruding from a
partly opened door, and the broken flag pole symbolized an
almost deserted village, a village which is dying. No long~r
do parents and children peer out of windows ready to send
the children off to school upon the irregular arrival of the
teachers. No longer do parents expect them home for a brief
period of lunch at noon after which they scampered back to
school. Now the school bils arrives regularly and children
must be ready or be left behind.
The Well Association. Until 1949 all water used for
drinking, cooking, washing and bathing was carried in
buckets from the irrigation ditch. Throughout the area this
general practice resulted in many New Mexican counties
having very high death rates, especially among young children, due to dysentery. Typhoid was endemic in many places
and old and young alike in many villages suffered chronic
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diarrhea. In 1956 when families in El Cerrito were a~ked
what th,e most important events in the village were in the
last years many answered, "The water project." It is interesting to note why they believe this to be true. The State
Health Department officials are agreed that the main function of the well program is that of improving the health of
the villages. The villagers, when questioned why they thought
the attainment of the well and water system was so important, never once gave this reason. The reasons given were:
The water tastes better, beans and other foods cooked in it
taste better, it is softer, it avoids the effort and trouble getting the water from the ditch, too often the ditch water is
muddy and must settle for too lorig a period before it is used.
Several villagers claimed the ditch water was perfectly
healthy, this notwithstanding'the fact that there have been
deaths in the village from typhoid, although usually not attended by a doctor. Most people commented upon the fact
that the water from the Pecos river is harder and does not
taste as good as the water from the well.'
A law passed in the 1949 state legislature resulting from
Senate Bill No. 58 states that villages may form a "Mutual
Domestic Water Consumers Association" which will provide
for the installation Of sanitary domestic water facilities, thus
eliminating the present hazardous practices involved,in the '
use of ditch water, open shallow wells, creeks, and rivers
which are subject to contamination and, therefore, are injurious to public health. The law further specifies that "the
persons so associating, their successors and those who may
thereafter become members of said association, sh'all constitute a body corporate by the name set forth in such certificate and by ,such name may sue and be sued, and shall have
capa,city to make contracts, acquire; hold, enjoy, dispose of
and convey property real and personal and to do any other.
act or thing, necessary or proper for carrying out, the purposes of their organization; provided, however, that such
association created by this Act shall not have power to become indeb~ed or issue bonds of any kind." Although El
Cerrito and other similar villages had earlier held land
grants under corporate arrangements based upon Spanish
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and Mexican law, this is the first time EI Cerrito has entered
such a contractual arrangement under State law.
The San Miguel County health officials in Las Vegas and
Santa Fe were surprised that little EI Cerrito, isolated and
without electricity as it was then, should be one of the first of
the area to carry through negotiations and actually organize,
prepare articles of incorporation and execute incorporation
of an Association making the facilities available under the
Corporation Commission of the state. In an effort to explain
why this little conservative and isolated co.mmunity applied
in June of the year the law was passed and had its water
supply in the same month, an official commented as follows:
EI Cerrito unlike many villages does not have factional strife
which is a frequent hindrance to the villages of the area interested in this program. There were no wells ther!l originally
so that no one already had water. In Villanueva, for example,
there was both factional strife so common in these villages' and
some families already had wells. - Some of the better-to-do
people who had wells were opposed to a community project. EI
Cerrito is more like La Gueva -just one big family. La Cueva
got theirs easily, too. Also Luis Aragon, a leader 'there in EI
Cerrito, pushed it, He is progressive and aggressive.

There is the further fact that EI Cerrito has sent its share of
migrants to Las Vegas, the county seat, and some of these
people keep tab on what goes on in the court house and state
legislature. This rural-urban linkage through relatives is
used in politics and was very important in getting relief and
making use of other facilities during the depression.
Although villagers from EI Cerrito initiated action by
talking with County Department of Health officials, a representative of the county office initiated the project in the village by holding a public meeting at which all who attended
'signed an application and a contract specifying among other
things that
' I
We agree to contribute all unskilled labor, such skilled labor
as 'is 3,vailable and desirable and all local materials such as
sand, gravel, stone, timbers, vigas, adobes and any other
materials it is feasible and desirable to obtain locally.
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The state of New Mexico paid $3,444.43 for the engineering
and geological services in planning the well, for its digging,
and for the equipment including the gas engine, pump, tank,
etc. The people contributed $1,939.00 in cooperative labor,
digging the trenches withil! which to lay the lead pipes and
in materials such as adobe, vigas, etc. Twenty-one families,
most of whom are not now living in the village, paid the $1.00
membership fee and only one family in the village now uses
the ditch water. This family is a member but claims that it
cannot afford to make the main connection to the house.
Maintaining the pump. Typical of the Well Association
and life in the village is the manner in which it is maintained .
and operated. The gasoline tank on the pump holds two gallons of gasoline which will fill the water reservoir tank holding thousand or so gallons of water. When the pump stops
because the gasoline tank is dry, the secretary-treasurer
sends a child to collect either five or ten cents from each family to purchase gasoline for the next filling. Five cents is
collected if the reserve water tank is only half empty and
only one gallon of gas is needed to fiJI it. The child collects ten
'cents from each family if two gallons of gas are needed to
fill the tank.
In 1956 the well was idle for two months because no one
could make the repairs required for the engine and the pump.
This and the insistance of the County Department of Health
officials in Las Vegas prompted the officials including the
president, vice president, a secretary-treasurer and two other
commissioners to begin levying a $1.00 a month upkeep
charge from the eight members now in the village and using
the water. This forms a reserve fund which the secretarytreasurer keeps for an emergency. Many of the villagers
believe the one dollar a month collected by the secretary'treasurer is used for paying off an indebtedness. This is an
interesting misapprehension on the part of these villagers
because the people are not under obligation to pay for the
well but only to maintain it.
According to the records in the County Health Department in Las Vegas there are ten inside connections and six or
eight washing machines in the village. There are as yet no
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inside toilets or baths. The county health officials say that in
other villages almost all families who get water soon get
washing machines, and as funds are available, toilet and bath
equipment is bought piece by piece.
The community. A decade and a half ago EI Cerrito was
described as an example of the convergence of neighborhood
and community, a grouping within which almost everyone
of the two dozen or so families could claim at least a third
cousin relationship with every other. Sociometric interaction
charts described several powerful extended farriily groupings
all linked to one another. Now, with three quarters of the
people away from. the village most of the time and several
families gone permanently, EI Cerrito is b~coming merely a
neighborhood in the trade center community of Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
EI Cerrito remains a community in the sense described by
writers such as Browne1l 3 and Mead 4 who see the small community as an arena for the nurture and. development of the
ideal socialized personality, the internalizing of the generalized other, the basic unit of strong healthy nations. However,
unlike most other such neighborhoods it is isolated geographically and culturally and, except for the linkages through
family ties to those working in the large centers, remains a
closed system in many respects.
SOCIAL PROCESSES

Social-cultural linkage with the outside world. The third
most important event in the village in the last decade and a
half, after the organization of the Well Association and the
closing of the school, according to the people, was the coming
of electricity. In 1952 an engineer of the· Rural Electrical Administration located in Mora, fro~ which the REA cooperative of the area is operated, visited the village and called a
3. See Baker Brownell, The Human Community - Its Philosophy and Practice for
the Time of Crisis. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1950; and Baker Brownell,· Joseph
K. Howard, and Paul Meadows, Life in Montana, As Seen in Lonepine, a SmaU Community, the Montana Study, Missoula, The University of Montana, Helena, Montana,
1945.
4.

George Herbert Mead, Mind, Self and Society; From the Standpoint of a Social
Behaviorist, edited by Charles W. Morris, Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1934,

,

liP. 178·179.
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meeting of those who wanted electricity. At this meeting
seven members signed an agreement to the effect that if the
line were extended to El Cerrito they would install lights.
Two families then argued against bringing this facility to
the village and refused to sign the agreement, saying they
could 'not afford the Iservice. Both have since joined the cooperative and become users of electricity., The minimum
monthly rate per family in El Cerrito is four dollarsfifty cents more than in neighboring Villanueva because El
Cerrito is more inaccessible and farther from the center of
distribution. Older people and some younger 'people, too,
worry about the payments which could not be made if children working away were to lose their jobs or, if another depression came such as they suffer!'ld in the thirties. Thus the
fixed payments of $4.00 minimum per month for electricity
per family (some must now pay over $10.00), $1.00 for water
and then the many other installment paymentsfor the second
hand car, the refrigerator, the washing machine, television
set, or other items indicate the linkage of this once isolate~,
subsistence village to the greater society. The coming of elec~
tricity was the final link which brought the outside world
into El Cerrito. Most of the remaining families have viewed
television in the home of the one family which has a set
bought on the installment plan.
Comparing El Cerrito now with El Cerrito a 'decade and
a half ago, it is the closeness of the linkage of the once isol~ted village to the greater society which m:ost impresses the
visitor. This linkage, in spite of a difficult road and considerable distance, is now firmly established. A decade and-a
half ago there were two radios serviced by electricity from
batteries when their owners could afford them. These radios
functioned only'on occasion and were frequently out of order.
Now practicaJly all have radios or easy access to them. Then
two old automobiles and two antiquated trucks were the only
motored transportation to Las Vegas. Usually families with
no auto or truck needing to go to town paid $3.00 to the owner
for the privilege of riding into town and back with his purchases. After a trip to town was arranged those not needing
to go were carried for less than the $3.00. Today all families
0

o
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with younger people own a car and/or a'truck. Most families
go ,to town once a week and the cost of riding with a neighbor
has been reduced to $1.50. Families working in Colorado or '
in other places return occasionally to check on their property
and the many members of families now living in the village
return more frequently. These latter especially send back
money and bring various electrical gadgets, even refrigerators, radios and other large items.
After a decade and a half of ever accelerating and ramifying social-cultural linkages EI Cerrito, still isolated geographically, and separated from the urban world by a
stretch of road which, especially after rains, would frighten
most drivers from other regions, now accepts the values of
groupings in Las Vegas, Pueblo, Denver and Albuquerque
above those of the village. For all except the few families who
remain EI Cerrito, which they still' affectionately call La
Placita, is little more than a possible haven during unemployment or a possible depression. All the older families and
many of the younger people know that it could not serve as a
haven during another depression unless the government provided the equivalent of PWA work jobs and other relief payments. Increased use of automobiles and trucks,radio,
television and more frequent contacts in Las Vegas and the
more remote centers which provide more and more yearround employment have now linked EI Cerrito to the major
social systems of the nation and world.
During the field work on the original'study over a decade
and a half ago the author lived with a family and came to
know'intimately two boys in'theirteens. In his diary written
then is the following:
Bene and I prepared,to go to Las Vegas. He was to see about
an NYA job. . . . When Christiano (the father) sent his son,
with two pails of provisions and a shabby old pasteboard suitcase to Vegas for 15 days, he gave him much fatherly advice.
Bene is about 20. The father showed real emotion. Tears stood
thick in his eyes and ran down his cheeks.
'

,The same scene was repeated earlier when the author took
the younger brother of Bene for an overnight trip to Las
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Vegas and Santa Fe - the first such visit he had had in his
life. A decade and a half ago this usually happened 'Yhen sons
or daughters left the village. Although family ties are practically as strong as ever today, the weekly contacts of most
families with Las Vegas by car and truck, the daily school bus
trips to Villanueva, mass media and many other contacts
. would make the above notes out of keeping with life today.
Social-cultural linkage with the outside world has been
achieved.
Boundary maintenance. Polite separatism characterizes
the basic nature of boundary maintenance of Spanish-speaking groups in New Mexico. The evolution of this pattern is
complex and has developed over the many decades of AngloHispano interaction. In a brief space we can only sketch certain aspects of the evolution of polite separatism as a
boundary maintaining device. Suffice it to say that even before the annexation of New Mexico by the United States in
1848 and in ever-accelerating measure thereafter, "invading" Anglos who generally maintained an exalted belief in
their own superiority pushed their business and other interests in "the Anglo way," that is, through the application of
shrewd, often sharp, practices. Against this aggressive and
industrious Anglo enterprise the natives were unable to compete. Spanish-speaking stockmen lost their grazing lands and·
watering facilities, business men lost their trade in the keen
competition. Moreover, in the village centers such as Socorro,
Taos, Santa Fe and Albuquer.que,
"Houses were opened for the indulgence of every wicked passion; and each midnight hour heralded new violent ana often
bloody scenes for· the fast filling record of crime. The peaceable
Mexicans hastened to pack up their little store of worldly
wealth, and, with their wives and children, fled from the
rapidly depopulating village. 6
6. John R~ Bartlett. Personal. Narrative of Explorations and Incidents in Texas.
New Mexico, California, Sonora and Chihuahua, New York, 1854. 1 :156f. quoted in
Carolyn Zeleny, Relations Between the Spa·nish-Americans and Anglo-Americans in New
Mexico - A Study of Conflict and Accomodation in a Dual-Ethnic Situation, Unpublished PhD Dissertation. Yale University, 1944, p. 818.
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The results of this interaction have been summarized by
Zeleny:
The average Spanish-American draw:ing what security he
needs from the family, community and church, as an individual
possesses
serenity, a lack of competitive zeal, and a contented enjoyment of leisure and simple pleasures which makes
him stand in contrast. to the more tense, aggressive AngloAmerican. . . . The reaction against their treatment by the.
Anglos as well as the conflict of cultural differences and values
have tended to provoke attitudes among the Spanish-American
group that have reinforced the pattern of social separatism.
The Spanish-Americans have voluntarily remained aloof from
social intercourse with the Anglos in part because of hostile
attitudes toward them. From the time· Anglo-Americans first
appeared in: New Mexico they were called 'Gringos' a term of
contempt referring to them as foreigners or intruders, a group
unlearned in the ways of the country.7

"a

Through the device of polite separatism EI Cerrito and
the many similar villages retain their Spanish heritage despite the fact that most of the people who live there now work
outside in the Anglo dominated urban cultures.· Actually
for generations this pattern of outside work has prevailed.
Previously the most common outside participation was in
Spanish-speaking section gangs on railroads, groups of ~pan
ish-speaking people working in harvest fields and tending
sugar beets, or in mines where the work groups were largely
Spanish-speaking. Now the principal migrations are to the
industrial centers of Colorado and infiltration with Anglo
workers is more common. Nevertheless, the device of polite
separatism results in groups of EI Cerrito villagers living and
maintaining contacts on and off the job in Pueblo, Denver
and Albuquerque. Boundary maintenance makes acculturation to-the national culture very slow indeed.
Olen Leonard and the author as Anglos spent· many
. months of patient and constant effort to gain acceptance in
EI Cerrito in the thirties. Some contact has been retained in
the intervening years, but the author was again impressed
upon re-entering the village at the effectiveness of polite
7.

Ibid., PP. 312

and 316.
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separatism as a boundary maintaining device. If we had not
invested the many months of helpful effort in cultivating the
friendship of the villagers, and if they had not learned in the
fifteen years since the field work that we meant no harm, our
reception would have been that of polite contact and avoidance. The original study and the camera report of the United
States Department of Agriculture had been circulated in the
village and by Senator Dennis Chavez in New Mexico generally, so that our status-roles as non-hostile but objective
investigators were legitimized. On the revisit two New Mexican'Spanish-speaking graduate students accompanied the
author, and even their activities were viewed with suspicion
uiJtil people learned that they were helping on the re-study of
the village. In terms .of the basic cultural and social components of EI Cerrito, the device of .polite separatism has been
an effective boundary maintaining device. Social-cultural
linkage to the society outside has not meant that the basic
value orientation and social structure has changed greatly.
Decision making. Decision making on a community level
in EI Cerrito now and fifteen years ago differs from that in
many other Spanish-speaking villages. This was emphasized
by the County Health Department officials who worked in the
village while the well association was organized. As indicated
above the New Mexico Department of Health is attempting
through what amounts to outright subsidy to introduce community pumps into villages where the hazard of sickness is
great because drinking water is taken from surface water
sources. Typically the villages are torn by bitter inter-family
feuds. In such villages if one group begins negotiations for
a well it inevitably meets the opposition of the traditional
opposing group. Negotiations may thus be held at a stalemate
for months or even years.
As stated in the original study,S the two leading families
in EI Cerrito long ago carried their feud to the point of actual
murder and severe beatings. Both families lost heavily in
sheep and money and one finally withdrew from the village.
The termination of the feud and the supsequent unity ac:.
S.

Leonard and Loomis, op. cit., p. 329..
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counts for the fact that EI Cerrito was one of the first villages
in the region to agree to install a community well and join
the REA cooperative and that never has difficulty in the election of officials for managing the most important community
cooperative, the ditch association. Today as in previous generations all officers except the appointive church officials are
elected by popular vote.
In the case. of the. village decision to organize the well
association and install water, the initiator was the head of a
family which is now the number two family of the village
in terms of· wealth and the only owner Of a. television set.
Through almost unbelievable energy and thrift this family
has moved from a position of dire poverty to thatof being
relatively well-to-do. A decade and a half ago he would not
have been the chief decision maker of the village in an activity of this kind. Then the leading families spoke of him somewhat disparagingly as a striver and one too interested in his
own advancement. Then, although he could not speak English well, the author thought his motivation in this respect
stemmed from sentiments more typically Anglo than that of
the leading families. Today this man, who fifteen years ago
was considered as a bit overly ambitious for the village and
not a key person, is without question one of the three leading
men in decision making in most all community-wide decisions.
Communication. Communication as in earlier times
within the village is primarily by word of mouth. The author's revisit to the village was known and evaluated in a
very short' time after his arrival. Visi~ing is still the most
common form of pastime and recreation and is going on most
of the waking hours and especially after church and other
community gatherings. Since the closing of the school, the
discontinuance of dancing and school entertainments, and the
decrease in the number of full-time residents, communication and interaction opportunities .are provided mostly
through visiting. The return of relatives frequently without
n'otice provides a time of intense interaction for the larger
family group involved. Now that so many families are away,
and since many. do not write, a family may return to find
those kin away whom they most wantedto visit. For example,
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on the door of the house in which the author lived in the
thirties, now boarded up because the family is in Pueblo,
Colorado, is the following inscription in pencil: "We came
to see you and found you had left. Flora." However, sin(:e
coming and going is mostly by families and since larger
family groupings usually go outside to the same larger city,
frequently working in the same plant, the coming and going
of individuals are generally known to those most concerned.
Language. Whereas fifteen years ago few of the villagers,
could speak English now most young people, many of whom
have served in the armed forces in various parts of the world
or have attended the relatively good schools in Villanueva,
can speak English. Likewise the many who have migrated to
work and who remain in areas where English is spoken on
the job have more practice in it and speak well. Thus one
villager who scarcely speaks English commenting about his
three sons said, "Cirilio was with the Army in Europe, Candido went with the Army to Africa and the Orient, and
Teodoro was with the Navy. I wish I had learned the English
my boys know. We would all be better off."
" Incidentally El Cerrito differs from many Spanish-:speaking New -Mexican towns and villages which lost many sons in
the Philippine Islands. The National Guard units sent to the
Philippine Islands were made up of people living close
enough to centers such as Las Vegas with armories in which
to drill weekly. El Cerrito and similar villages were too iso- ,
lated for this and had no national guard.
VALUES AND STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS OF THE VILLAGE

Some Changes in Ends and Norms. Fifteen years ago the
people of EI Cerrito would argue the advantages of life in
their village with almost anyone. Although many knew that
only a few could gain their chief livelihood there, most truly
believed it was the best place they knew to live and bring up
children. Men working in section gangs on the railroads, in
beetfields to the north or later in various plants during the
war longed for the day they would return to El Cerrito. Now
all this has changed. Only three or four families want to stay

~
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permanently and they doubt that many of those working
away will return permanently. The tendency noted in the
thirties to glorify the village's past still exists but now beside these past glories is placed a gloomy future. "There is
little left. No dances, just afew people. There is little going
on." Each longs to visit friends and relatives on weekly trips
to Las Vegas or to visit with relatives in Pueblo, Colorado,
Denver, or 1\:lbuquerque.
In summary we may say that as villagers in EI Cerrito
attempt to consider the changes they will or should accomplish through community-wide cooperation, that is, the ends
and objectives of the community, they report a gloomy prospect. Some hope that there might develop some industry or
employment so the people could earn a living and remain a
part of the community, but most believe little short of a
miracle will produce this. Aside from "the pessimistic view of
the future, villagers are anxious, as in the past, to cooperate
in any way to improve the life of the village. As the children
become more acculturated to outside ways a sort of marginality in the effectiveness of the old and new norm!>~pply.
People are uneasy about an apparent development of immorality in terms of old Latino norms and manifest uncertain and ambivalent attitudes toward Anglo norms, which
some are adopting and with which more are in contact.
Some changes in status-roles and social ramk. In the village itself such status-roles as.those of father, mother, grandparents have remained relatively unchanged. Age and those
who are parents and grandparents are still respected. However, in the urban centers to which the larger family units
have gone, the villager('! are accepting more and more the
Anglo's low evaluation of all those who do not earn, including
the grandparents and older persons. In" the village, however,
several of the grandparents are provided with grandchildren
to help them with chores and housework. In the urban centers
all indications are that with the husband away on the job,the
Anglo pattern of increasing social rank and status for wives
and mothers from villages such as EI Cerrito is an inevitable
development. Men on the job are no longer independent. The
Spanish-speaking woman, like Anglo women but unlike her
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sisters who remain in the village, can and does contradict her
husband at home, particularly regarding the socialization of
the children. The urbanized village woman may demand and
have time and money of her own to spend as she wishes. She
can and is often expected to dress stylishly and to wear
makeup. In fact, in contrast to earlier practices, adolescent
and younger women are now doing this in villages such as
El Cerrito. Older women and younger children follow the
norms of status-roles in the villages but children in adolescence are less strictly supervised. The adolescent children are
often the chief linkage the parents have with Anglo culture. 9
In El Cerrito with the loss of the school the important
status-roles of the teachers, members of the school board and
pertinent relations to the county school system with its or,ganization disappeared. The various officials of the Ditch Association, Well Association, the non-resident priest, the
mayordomos of the church and the justice of the peace are,
as a decade and a half ago, the chief status-roles. As indicated
above in the discussion of decision making, one family
through great industry and thrift. has increased its rank in
the village. However, the villagers when they move to larger
centers enter the lower classes. Only a few become skilled
laborers and attain upper:"lower class status.
Changes in Social Power. In recent generations no person
or family in El Cerrito has had great power as have some of
the Spanish-speaking dons and well-to-do leaders elsewhere.
No family owns more than a few thousand dollars worth of
property. Nevertheless, through able management of political resources based upon available votes the leaders of the
village still make their demands felt. This happened when
effort was exerted to get the well and when electricity was requested from REA. Relatives from the village are numerous,
and although the posts in county offices are not high nor
many, politicians do not like to disregard even the smallest
villages such as El Cerrito with its many kinship linkages
throughout
the area. It must be admitted,
however, that the
,
'
9. Marjorie B. Rice, R~-Patterning of Roles: the Effect of Urbanization on A
Selected Spanish-American GrO'Up, Ms. Undergraduate Thesis, Wellesley, Mass.
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decrease of population in the village, particularly the loss to
other states, has lessened its voting strength and power in
politics.
Sanctions. Since villagers frequent the larger centers arid
since there are fewer resources iii. the village by way of
recreation and entertainment, the former negative and positive sanctions of gossip and fear of local dIsapproval no
longer have the efficacy they once had. Thus although most
families contribute their quota of labor to the Ditch Association, four resident families among the twenty-one have not
paid the monthly levy made by the Well Association. The
power of local disapproval of the others is insufficient to make
them contribute even though they are able. We doubt that a
decade and a half ago these four families would thus deviate.
As in the past there are no law enforcement officials in the
village and none are needed.'
\
Facilities. From a community point of view there have
been substantial losses in facilities since the thirties. There
is no village school, no place in which meetings such as the
one~held for-the-organizationof -theWeILAssociation_can be_
held. There is no place for community dances. The chief gains
are the well installation and electric light facilities. The road
to Las Vegas is some but not much improved. Individual families have improved levels of living through the addition of
various facilities such as washing machines, refrigerators,
radios and other appliances. Three families own tractors and
.some motorized farm equipment whereas fifteen years ago
there were none in the village. As mentioned earlier, fifteen
years ago there were only two dilapidated cars and two old
trucks in the village. Now all extend~d families have a car
and/or a truck, or older people have children with such
vehiCles.
.
.
- Territoriality. EI Cerrito itself has not changed its geographic boundaries, and families do not go further for work
than was the case fifteen years ago. However, as mentioned
previously the village has heavy and perhaps permanent anchorage points, especially in Pueblo. Also several families
from the village live in Albuquerque, Denver, .and Las Vegas.
Considering the strong family ties and other frequent inter-
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action this means that in mal.lY ways the actual community
of EI Cerrito 'extends now to these distant points.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

, In the decade and a half since the original study of EI
Cerrito, a typical isolated Spanish-speaking village in San
Miguel County, New Mexico, work opportunities outside the
village coupled with continued contraction of'local resources
and opportunities have finally produced a major exodus. Although working outside the village is nothing new in EI Cerrito, the pattern has changed greatly. Whereas formerly
males worked on ranches, railroads, in mines and elsewhere
a few months and then returned to the village, now many
families have left to live the year around away from the village. The exodus has resulted in the loss of 'three quarters of
the population, the school, and most hope for the future of
the community. The outside contacts and linkages are producing fundamental changes in the social structure and value
orientations of both those who ,remain in the village and especially those who have left for the urban centers.

Notes and Documents
LINCOLN COUNTY CHRONOLOGY
5 Wallace reaches Lincoln and Hatch arrives at· Ft. Stanton.
Mar. 5 (shortly thereafter) Under Wallace's orders detachments
of soldiers, :unaccompanied by. Sheriff; (1) arrest Evans, Campbell~ and Mathews at Murphy's Fairview ranch near Carrizozo,
(2) Sgt. Murphy and 9 men seek Bonney at Las Tablas, and (3)
Dolan having voluntarily surrendered under indictment, paroled
by W lillace, is arrested by soldiers and confined to Ft. Stanton as
a parole violator, at Wallace's' orders.
7 Wallace writes renewing request to Hatch for removal of
Dudley.
7 Dudley writes Hatch for instructions as to use of military in
civil actions.
8 Dudley ordered relieveq. of'command of Ft. Stanton.
8 (Eve.) Wallace attends' mass meeting of citizens at Lincoln
court house.
13 Deputy Sheriff Richmond, Lt. Carroll and 30 soldiers go to the
Penasco to maintain law and' order.
13 Dudley requestscourt"of inquiryre-his removal by Hatch from
command at Ft. Stanton and transfer to Ft. Union.
15 (just prior to) Bonney writes Wallace offer to testify if Governor will guarantee immunity.
15 (Sat.) Wallace writes (from Lincoln) to Kid to meet him Monday, March 17th.
18 (Night) Jesse Evans and William Campbell escape from Ft.
Stanton.
20 Wilson delivers message from Kid to Wallace questioning
safety of proposed meeting in view of Evans' and Campbell's
escape.
20 Wallace at Ft. Stanton writes the Kid that "escape makes no
difference in arrangements."
Kid writes Wallace (from San Patricio) confirming agreements
discussed at March 17 meeting for surrender to Kimbrell at San
Patricio.
21 (3 or 4 A.M.) Kid and Scurlock surrender to Kimbrell at
Gutierrez's, one mile east of San Patricio.
23 (Sun. Eve.) .Bonney gives Wallace at Lincoln written memo
naming "thieves and murderers" and describing trails used by
"The Rustlers."
31 Wallace (at Lincoln) petitions Washington for martial law.
Apr. 3 Bristol at Mesilla requests Wallace at Lincoln for protection at Lincoln court session.
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10 Dudley returns to Fort Stanton from Fort Union.
14 (Mon.) (et seq.) Territorial Court at Lincoln.
Kid testifies against Campbell, etc., for Chapman murder, before
Grand Jury at Lincoln.
15 Chisum recommends Pat Garrett to Wallace "to take care of
the squad east of" Ft. Sumner.
Billy walks out of custody at Lincoln.
18 Wallace leaves Fort Stanton for Santa Fe.
22 Having pled not guilty at Territorial Court in Lincoln in case
of Middleton, Brown and Bonny, for murder of Brady (and Hindman?), Billy and his attorney object in vain to Rynerson's. plea
for change of venue to Dofia Ana County,
24 (Night) Attempted assassination of Leonard at Lincoln.
25 (circa) Eli Gray dies at Lincoln from gunshot wound accidentally self inflicted.
30 Grand Jury adjourns at Lincoln having returned nearly 200
indictments including Dudley and Peppin for burning McSween
house. (anti-Dolan group).
John and Tobe Hudgens and Robert Henry escape Lincoln County
jail. Kid and Scurlock still technically in custody.
.
Marion Turner leaves Fort Stanton for Roswell with escort of
2 enlisted men assigned as bodyguard for 30 days.
May Kid returns to Fort Sumner and engages in cattle rustling.
1 Spring term of Federal Territorial Court ends at Lincoln with
sentencing of Lucas Gallegos to one year in prison for murder.
2 Dudley Court of Inquiry opens at Fort Stanton.
11 Gov. and Mrs. Wallace at Ft. Stanton.
28 Bonney testifies at Dudley Court of Inquiry.
June 20 (circa) George Washington accidentally shoots and kills
his wife and baby at Lincoln.
27 Judge Bristol admits Dolan to $3,000 bail at Mesilla; (Chapman murder) .
July 5 Dudley Court of Inquiry ends (no verdict announced) .
13 (Sun.) J. J. Dolan married to Caroline Fritz by Rev. J. S.
Tafoya at home of Allen J. Ballard, Mesilla.
22 Dudley transferred from Fort Stanton to Fort Ynion.
26-28 Billy meets Jesse James at Hot Springs near Las Vegas
(legend).
.
Aug. 9 Two boys arrested at Roswell for mail robbery, confess
they acted under instructions of their brother-in-law, Deputy
Hawkins; latter arrested and escapes.
17 (or just prior) Billy escapes Capt. Rucker's 9th Cav. detachment near Lincoln.
.
17 .Hawkins rearrested and c~nfined at Fort Stanton.
23 On application of Sheriff, Lt. French and 15 enlisted men sent
to Lincoln to arrest Rustlers. Capture English and confine him at
Fort Stanton.
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Fall-Frank H. Lea reaches Pecos Valley (later "Judge" Lea of
White Oaks) .
'
, Oct.--'-Kid, O'Folliard, Bowdre, and Scurlock steal 118 head of
cattle from Chisum at Bosque Grande.
Nov.-Mrs. McSween succeeds Widenmann as administrator of
Tunstall estate.
Nov. 30 (Sun.) Kid meets John Chisum at Bob Hargrove's Saloon.
Dec. 1 Dick Hardeman, prisoner in Lincoln jail, killed in jail by
mob of 20.
3 WliJIace at Mesilla.
6 Trial of Dudley for burning McSween house, reopens at Mesilla.
Ryrierson, prosecutor, Dit. Att'y. Barnes for'defense.
9 After three minutes deliberation, jury acquits Dudley on
charges preferred by Mrs. McSween who failed to attend trial.
1880 Jan. (and prior?) County Clerk Ben Ellis occupies office space in
former Tunstall store now operated by LaRue and rented from
Mrs. McSween, administratrix, who is living in Baca house in
apparent affluence.
10 (circa) Kid kills Joe Grant in Valdez' (or Beaver Smith's or
Bob Hargrove's?) Saloon at' Fort Stanton.
14 Patricio Garrett (sic) and Polinaria Gutierrez; Barney Mason
and Juana Madrill married in double wedding at Anton Chico, by
Father A. Redin.
Jan. and Feb. Territorial legislature in session.
Mar. 5 Wallace leaves on one of his frequent, absences from state;
Ritch in charge, favors drastic measures against lawlessness.
Apr.20 Wallace in New York.
May 19 Wallace in Crawfordsville.
June (Early) Wallace returns to New Mexico.
20 Sue E. McSween and George Barber married at Lincoln.
June-Sept. Wallace issues death warrants for Grant County
murderers.
JiIly3-4"5 Mob violence at Lincoln with killing of Harrison, another prisoner, and Deputy Sheriff H
_.. at Lincoln jail.
Aug. 26 Capt. Nevill intercepts letters from Jesse Evans and fellow priso~ers at Fort Davis to "friend of Evans calling himself
Billy Antrim" urging rescue.
Oct.-Garrett becomes Deputy Sheriff and takes up counterfeiting
case (Billie Wilson?-RNM) using Mason as spy in White Oaks.
Mid-Sept. to Nov. 25 Wallace absent from N. M. on leave.
Nov. 11 (?) Garrett defeats Kimbrell for Sheriff.
23 (Tues.) Coyote Springs fight - H udgen's and Kid's horses lost.
27 (Sat.) Carlysle killed at Greathouse Ranch.
Dec. 7 Wallace writes Schurz "privately advised new LC trouble."
- Tom O'Folliard and Tom Pickett fight Barney Mason and
posse.
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12 Kid writes his version of Carlysle killing, etc. to Wallace.
13 (Mon.) Wallace offers $500 reward for Kid.
14 Wallace applies for 20 day leave,and reports to Washington
that new Deputy Sheriff made 5 important arrests, Cook, Webb,
Davis, etc.
(Tues.) Garrett, Stewart and Mason leave Las Vegas to overtake
Stewart's posse and turn them back.
Garrett, Stewart posse starts for Fort Sumner.
18 (Sat.) O'FOLLIARD KILLED by Garrett posse, Fort Sumner.
21 (Tues.) BOWDRE KILLED. Kid, Rudabaugh, Wilson, etc.
captured at Stinking Springs.
21 (Midnight) Garrett and prisoners at Gearhart's ranch.
25 (2 P.M.) Garrett and prisoners at Puerto de Luna.
26 (early A.M.) Garrett' and prisoners at Hay's ranch.
26 (2 P.M.) Garrett delivers prisoners to Las Vegas jail.
26 (Sun.) Wallace leaves Santa Fe for visit East.
27 (Mon.) Garrett boards train at Las Vegas for Santa Fe with
prisoners.
1881 Jan. 1 Kid writes to Wallace (letter not received until W's return
early in Feb.)
1 Garrett takes o~th of office and officially becomes sheriff.
- Lincoln County purchases "The House" from Catron interests.
12 (Wed.) Santa Fe, New Mexican prints item that E. A. Fiske
'received from Wallace APPROVED bill of Pat Garrett for $500
reward,
Feb. 10 (Thur.) Wallace returns to Santa Fe, leaving immediately
for Silver City mining district.
16 Dave RiJdabaugh pleads guilty to robbery in Santa Fe.
Mar. 4 Kid writes from Santa Fe jail and Wallace at Santa Fe
receives long letter of appeal.
9 Wallace tenders resignation to Garfield.
15 Las Vegas Gazette reports Wm. Bonney "the Kid" indicted'by
the grand jury for cattle stealing.
27 Kid from Santa Fe jail writes his last letter to Wallace.
Apr. 6 (Wed.) 'Defended by Ira E. Leonard, Kid's indictment re
Roberts' killing quashed by Judge Bristol of U. S. District Court.
S (Fri.) Judge Bristol as Judge of Territorial Court appoints
A. J. Fountain and John D. Bail to defend Kid re Brady killing.
9 (Sat.) Jury finds Billy guilty of murder of Sheriff Brady.
13 (Wed.) Kid sentenced to hang between 9 A.M. and 3 P.M., May
13th at Lincoln. 2nd indictment in Territorial Court nolle prossed.
16 (10 P.M.) Kid leaves Mesilla guarded by ~ob Ollinger, Dave
Woods (Deputy Sheriff Dona Ana Co.) and Tom Williams, Billy
Mathews, John'Kinney, D. M. Reade, W. A. Lockhart.
21 (Thur.) Kid delivered to Garrett's custody at Fort Stanton and
is locked up in newly acquired Lincoln Court House.
28 (Thur.) Ollinger and Bell killed, Kid escapes.
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30 (Sat.) Bob Davis brings horse to Kid at.home of Petronillo
Sedillo, en route to Fort Sumner, center of his activities thereafter.
Mayl (Sun.) Kid visits Casemide Bryesca.
.
7.(Sat.) Wallace offers $500 reward for Kid (second).
June Garrett returns order of execution.
4 (Sat.) Ne~ Governor of New Mexico, Gen. Sheldon, reaches
Santa Fe, relieving Wallace.
July 14 (Thur.) KID KILLED.
17 LaRue in Las Vegas.
19 (Tues.) Garrett reaches Santa Fe from Las Vegas where he
announces intention to resign as Sheriff.
21 (Thur.) Ga~rett claims $500 reward (2nd claim).
Sept. 23 Rudabaugh escapes Las Vegas jail and departs for
Mexico.
Jan. Legislature passes bill for "Relief" of Garrett, $500.
Apr. 1 JuanB.Patron killed, Puerto de Luna.
Nov. 6 Lincoln Golden Era advertises: M. A. Upson, Conveyancer,
Seven Rivers ; J. J. Dolan, Gen. Mdse., Lincoln; Isaac Ellis' New
Store, Lincoln; J. ·H. Blazer, Indian Trader, South Fork. J. J.
Dolan was Sect'y, Lincoln County Stock Assn.; J. N. Coe moved
from Santa' Barbara, Calif. to Ruidoso with brother Frank. Stock
brands posted for Bryan & Gunter,C. H. Slaughter, J. A. LaRue,
Pat Garrett, W. W. Brazil, Emil Fritz, Poe & Goodiri. Pat Garrett
and W..L. Rynerson delegates to Stockmen's Convention, St. Louis.
John W. Poe was Sheriff, S. R. Corbet, Probate Clerk.
Dec. 20 Chisum dies.
Riley is Assessor of Dona Ana County.
Sept. 15 Sue McSween Barber files suit for divorce.
Feb. 26 (Sat.) J. J: Dolan dies, Rio Felix ranch.
Feb. 29 PAT GARRETT KILLED.
May 4 Brazel acquitted for Garrett murder.
Apr.29 N.A. M. Dudley dies.
County seat moved from Lincoln to Carrizozo.
May 21 Thomas Benton Catron dies.
Dec. 10 William H. Antrim dies, Adelaida, Cal.
Nov. 25 Joe Antrim dies in Denver, Colo.

